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Abstract 

L-systems are often used to create three dimensional models of plants. Comples 

L-system models can consist of a large number of graphic primitives. If t he model 

requires O ( n )  storage to render, where n is the number of primitives in the model. 

the storage needed to render a complex L-system might be prohibitively expensive. 

0 b ject instancing hierarchies have been used to reduce the amount of storage needed 

to render complex models. This thesis presents algorithms t bat convert L-system 

models to object instancing hierarchies. 

A form of context free grammar called a b-grammar will be defined. Algorithms 

that convert L-system models to b-grammar models and b-grammar models to object 

instancing hierarchies are presented. The object instancing hierarchies created by 

these algorithms are then ray traced to create images. 
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CHAPTER 1 

Introduction 

Creating realistic computer images is one of the  hardest problems in computer graph- 

ics. The ultimate goal is the production of images indistinguishable horn photographs. 

The creation of visually realistic computer images can be divided into two processes, 

modeling and rendering. Modeling is the process of describing the items which ap- 

pear in the image to the computer, rendering is the process that turns the description 

of the model into an image. Modeling and rendering are often interrelated: some 

modeling techniques will not work with some rendering processes, and vice versa. 

Modelers often construct complex objects out of simple objects. or primitives. 

Primitives are usually simple three dimensional shapes such as boxes, spheres. poly- 

gons, and cylinders. A table might be constructed by combining four cylinders with 

a flat rectangular table top. Once a model is created: it can be used in the creation 

of even more complex models; the table could be copied repeatedly to form a part of 

a banquet hall. 

The amount of storage needed to represent a model can by reduced by using a 

technique called object instancing [36]. In the banquet hall, tables are copied and 

then moved to new positions. The only information about the copies of the tables 

that needs to be stored as a reference to the original table and a description of how 

the table was moved; the "copyn is called an instance of the original table. Object 

instancing saves storage because the space needed to store an instance of an object 

is usually less than the space needed to store a sepaxate copy of an object. 



Creating outdoor scenes presents speciai problems. Many of the objects found in 

an outdoor scene axe not easily modeled using traditional graphic primitives; natural 

objects are often hard to decompose into boxes, spheres, polygons, and cylinders 

[24]. This problem can either be solved by using a large numbers of primitives to 

approximate the irregular shapes found in nature, or by inventing new primitives. 

Gardner's work on creating natural cloud textures is an example of the latter solution 

[lo1 * 

If large numbers of primitives are used, and each primitive requires its own storage. 

the number of primitives can quickly make rendering impossible: the computer might 

not have enough storage to render the desired image. Some methods of dealing 

with the large numbers of primitives have been proposed by Kajiya, who presents an 

algorithm for proceduraily rendering fractal terrains [19]: and Hart. who presents a 

met hod for efficiently rendering iterated function systems [16] and DOL-system based 

plant models [MI. 

The research presented in this thesis focuses on the problem of modeling and ren- 

dering plant models that have large numbers of primitives. L-system models are 

converted to object instancing hierarchies by first constructing a context free grarn- 

mar that generates a language with one word in it, the word the L-system generates 

at some predetermined derivation length, and then converting the grammar to a n  

object instancing hierarchy. A rendering method called ray-tracing is used to turn 

the object instancing hierarchies into images. 

The class of context free grammars considered in this thesis will be called b- 

grammars. A grammar, G = ( Vn, G,  P, S), where V, is the set of non-terminal 

symbols, C: is the set of terminal symbols, P c (Vn x (Vn U (& x 92'))')' a finite 

set of productions, and S c (V, U (V, x W))+ is the grammar's axiom word, is a 

b-grammar if two conditions are met. First, there is no symbol -4 in Vn such that 

-4 + cr is a production in P, A -+ 0 is a production in P ,  and a # P. Second, the 

symbols .A1, A*, ..., Ah in CI;I can be ordered so that if -4; -, a is a production in P 
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then cr contains no Aj with j 5 i. B-grammars share common traits with both object 

instancing hierarchies and Gsystems, making them a good intermediate represent a- 

tion. Both b-grammars and L-systems can be used to generate a word which can be 

interpreted geometrically to model a plant. B-grammars are similar in structure to 

object instancing hierarchies; both object instancing hierarchies and b-grammars can 

be thought of as representing a non self-referent ial hierarchy. 

Two main approaches are used to convert L-system models to b-grammar models. 

The first approach is to construct a grammar directly from the L-system model by 

examining the L-system productions. The second approach uses the L-system to 

generate a word and then uses a grammar based compression technique developed 

by Nevill-Manning, Witten, and Maulsby [27, '261 to construct a b-grammar that 

generates the same word. 

The first approach is further divided into lossy and lossless methods. Lossless 

methods create an object instancing hierarchy model that is exactly the same as the 

L-system based model, while lossy methods create an object instancing hierarchy 

model that. when rendered, o d y  approximates the original L-system based model. 

Lossy methods will be used to convert stochastic L-system models and L-systems that 

model plant development with tropism to b-grammar models '. Lossless methods will 

be used to convert parametric L-systems and DOL-systems. 

The second approach, constructing a b-grammar using compression techniques, 

is helpful when it is difficult to construct a good b-grammar directly from the L- 

system productions. The second approach will be used on context sensitive and 

environmentdy semi t ive L-systems. 

The organization of this thesis reflects the different approaches taken to the problem 

instancing hierarchies. Chapter 2 provides 

instancing hierarchies. Chapter 3 provides 

cIasses of Lsystem 

of converting L-system models to object 

a background on ray-tracing and object 

'Chapter 3 goes into more detail on different 



background on L-system based modeling. Chapter 4 gives dgorithms for convert- 

ing b-grammars to object instancing hierarchies, DOL-system models to b-grammarst 

and parametric context -free L-syst em models to b-grammas. These algorithms axe 

similar to the algorithms for converting DOL-system and parametric L-system models 

presented by Hart [u]. Lossy conversion techniques are presented in Chapter 5. The 

grammar based compression dgori t hm developed by developed by Nevill- Manning, 

Witten: and Maulsby [27, 261 is presented in Chapter 6 and tested on context sensitive 

and environmentally sensitive L-systems. Chapter i is an evaluation of the object 

instancing hierarchies created by the algorithms presented in Chapters 4. 5, and 6. 

Chapter 8 contains the conclusion and future works sections. 

The following are the research contributions of this thesis: a uniform framework. us- 

ing b-grammars as an abstraction of instantiation, for considering a variety of methods 

lor model reduction, the Iossy instantiation and compression of stochastic L-systems 

and L-systems that model plant development with tropism, an algorithm that con- 

verts b-grammars created using the grammar based compression algorithm proposed 

by Nevill-Manning, Wit ten, and Mauls by [27, 261 to object instancing hierarchies. 

and an evaluation of each of the approaches presented in the thesis. giving insight 

into the amount of compression possible. 



CHAPTER 2 

Background on ray tracing and object instancing 

This chapter provides background information in two areas; ray-t racing and object 

instancing. The material on object instancing and ray-tracing is inter-related. Object 

instancing will be presented as a method for reducing the amount of time needed to 

perform ray-object interception tests, while ray-tracing will be  presented as a method 

for rendering complex scenes constructed using object instancing. 

Ray-tracing is a rendering method developed by Whitted (381 based on earlier work 

by Appel r217 and Goldstein and Nagel [ll]. Ray-tracing renders an  image by tracing 

the path the light took to reach the viewer's eye. This usually involves starting at a 

point that represents the viewer's eye, tracing a path through a point, or pixel, on 

the screen, and into the scene. Once inside the scene, the ray continues until it hits 

an object. The object the ray intersected is assumed to partially light the pixel the 

ray passed through. The ray-tracer computes the intensity and colour of the light 

coming from the object and updates the pixel's colour appropriately. 

When the initial ray intersects a surface, the ray-tracer can check to see if a light 

source illuminates the intersection point by firing a ray from the intersection point 

to the light source. If the ray can reach the light source without hitting any other 

surfaces the point is considered illuminated. Figure 2.1 shows two rays being fired 

from the eye point (in the foreground), through a grid of pixels, and into a scene. 



FIGURE 2.1. Two rays Fired through pixels on a screen 

The first ray fired through the grid of pixels hits a table. A ray is fired from the 

table towards the light source. The ray reaches the light source. so the ray-table 

intersection point is considered Lit. The second ray fired through the grid of pixels 

hits the floor. A ray is fired from the Boor towards the light source. This ray hits the 

table before it reaches the Light source, so the ray floor intersection point is not lit. 

Ray-t racing handles refractions and reflection; when a ray hits a transparent object 

like the one in Figure 2.2 new rays are spawned to determine where the reflected 

or refracted light originates from. Calculating the direction of the reflected ray is 

relatively easy; the angle of reflection R is the same as the incident angle I. The 

angle of refraction, T is calculated using Snell's law; 

where NT,\ and NI.\ are the indices of refraction for the materials through which the 

light travels. 
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FIGURE 2.3. Aliased and Anti-Aliased versions of a Mirrored, Normal, 

and Transparent Sphere 



A phenomenon known as aliasing is illustrated by the left image in Figure 2.3. The 

colour of each pixel in the left image of Figure 2.3 was determined by shooting a 

single ray through the center of each pixel. A pixel represents an area of the screen, 

so the colour a t  the center of the pixel may not accurately reflect the average colour 

of the pixel. 

A technique called super sampling is often used to reduce the effects of aliasing. 

Super sampling uses multiple rays to  sampie colours at different points inside the 

pixel. The pixel's colour is an average of the samples [6, 51. Super sampling is 

computationally expensive. so a technique called adaptive super sampling is often 

used in practice. Adaptive super sampling uses heuristics to decide how many samples 

should be used to determine the colour of a pixel. Fewer samples are used in areas 

where the colour of the image doesn't change much. The image on the right side of 

Figure 2.3 was produced using adaptive super sampling. 

The most expensive part of ray-tracing is usually the test that figures out what 

object, if any. the ray has intersected. The next section explores the use of object 

i nst aocing to reduce the ray-o b ject intersected cost. 

2.2. Object instancing hierarchies 

Object instancing hierarchies are a way of structuring graphic information. Much 

of the pioneering work on object instancing was done by Sutherland in Sketchpad [G6]: 

the first computerized drawing program. Sketchpad's graphic objects were described 

as pictures by Sutherland. Sketchpad's pictures were composed from primitives and 

instances of other picture objects. 

A simple object instancing paradigm is used in this thesis. All graphic items are 

represented as objects. An object is either a graphic primitive or a List of object 

instances. The primitive objects used in this thesis are described below. 



sphere h unit sphere, centered at the origin. 

cylinder A cylinder. The base of the cylinder is a unit circle, centered on the 

origin, and the cyIinder has a height of one. The cylinder axis is paralleI 

to the y axis. 

instances of objects contain a reference to the original object, and infonnat ion 

about how the object was changed. Instances are declared as follows: 

instance instanced-object [transformations ... ] 

Here insf anced-object is the name of the object being instanced, and [transformation 

... ] describes the transformations done to the object. This thesis uses the following 

set of transformations; 

translate ( x ,  y , z) 

transform (M) 

scale (xsize,ysize,zsize) 

colour (red ,green, blue) 

Translate by vector (x,y,z). 

Transform object by the 4x4 transformation matrix 

kI . 
Scale by (xsize,ysize,zsize) . 
Set the colour of the object. 

X list of object instances is declared as follows: 

object object-name 

instance 

instance 

instanced-object4 [transformations ...I 
instanced-object4 [transformations ...I 

Here object-name is the  name of the list object. An object instancing hierarchy is 



simply a collection of objects that reference one another. For the purposes of this 

thesis. objects are non self referential. More formally, if 0 is the set of objects in an 

object instancing hierarchy, the objects in 0 can be ordered Ox, Oz, ..., Ok such that 

Oi contains no instances of Oj with j <= i. 

Figure 2.4 describes an approximation of an object known as Sierpinski's Tetrahe- 

dron using the syntax presented above. The hierarchy represented by Figure 2.4 is 

fairly simple. Four spheres are combined to form the Level-0 object. The Levell) 

object is scaled to half its original size and translated four times to make the Level l  

object . This process is repeated when constructing the Level-2, LevelS, Level-4. 

and Leveld objects. Figure 2.5 shows the construction of the hierarchy visually; the 

darkened portion in the picture represents a part of the object constructed at  the 

previous level. The number of primitives represented by the  hierarchy expands four 

times each time a new object level is added; for example the Leveld object consists 

of 46, or 4096, spheres. 

0 b ject ins taming hierarchies can be used to increase rendering efficiency. Clark 

suggests using bounding volumes and three-dimensional object hierarchies to reduce 

clipping costs and vary environmental detail [3]. A bounding volume is simply a 

volume of space that completely surrounds an object; common bounding volumes are 

boxes and spheres. Clipping costs are reduced by enclosing each object in a bounding 

volume and then testing the bounding volume against the view volume to  see if any 

portion of the object is visible. For example, object A in Figure 2.6 is completely 

outside the viewing volume, so none of the primitives inside object A need to be 

drawn. 

A method that used object hierarchies to reduce the ray-tracing ray-object inter- 

section cost was proposed by Rubin and Whitted [33]. Rays are intersected with 

the bounding volume of an object before being intersected with the object itself. If 

the ray misses the bounding volume nothing inside the object has to be tested. The 

cost of intersecting a ray with a bounding volume is usually lower than the cost of 



object Level-0 
instance sphere translate (-1, -sqrt (l/3) , - s q d / 6 )  ) 
instance sphere translate (1 ,-sqrt (1/3) ,-sqrt ( l f 6 )  ) 
instance sphere translate (0, -sqrt (4/3) , -sqrt (l/6) ) 
instance sphere translate (0,0, s q r t  (3/2) ) 

object LeveLl 
instance LevelS scale ( - 5 , .  5,  .5) translate (-1 ,-sqrtW3) ,-sq=(1/6)) 
instance Level-0 scale ( . 5 , .  5, -5) translate (1, -sqrt (l/J) .-sqrt (l/6) ) 
instance Level-0 scale ( . 5 ,  - 5 ,  .5) translate ( 0  ,-sqrt(4/3) ,-sqrt(l/6) ) 
instance Level-0 scale C.5. -5. .5) translate (0,O ,sqrt(3/2)) 

object Level2 
instance Levell scale ( -5, - 5 ,  . 5 )  translate (-1, -sqrt (l/3) . -sqrt (l/6) ) 
instance Level-1 scale ( -5 , .  5, -5 )  translate (1 ,-sqrt(l/3), -sqrt (1/6) ) 
instance Level-I scale C .5, .5 ,  -5) translate (0 ,-sqrt(4/3) ,-sqrt(U6) 
instance Level1 scale (-5, .  5, .5) translate (0,O ,sqrt(3/2)) 

object Level3 
instance Level2 scale C.5, - 5 ,  . 5 )  translate C-1,-sqrt(1/3) ,-sqrt(1/6)) 
instance Level2 scale (S, -5, -5) translate (1 ,-sqrt(1/3), -sqrt(1/6)) 
instance Level2 scale ( . 5 ,  - 5 ,  - 5 )  translate (0 ,-sqrt(4/3) . -sqrt(1/6) ) 
instance Level2 scale ( . 5 ,  -5, - 5 )  translate (0 $0, sqrt(3/2) ) 

object Level-4 
instance Level9 scale ( - 5 ,  -5, -5 )  translate (-1.-sqrt(1/3) . - s q d i / 6 ) )  
instance Level3 scale (-5,  . 5 ,  -5) translate (1 ,-sqrt(l/3) ,-sq=(1/6)) 
instance Level3 scale ( .5, -5 ,  -5) translate (0, -sqrt (4/3) , -sqrt (l/6) ) 
instance Level3 scale ( . 5 ,  - 5 ,  -5) translate (0,O. sqrt(3/2) ) 

object Level-5 
instance Level-4 s c a b  ( .5, .5, .5) translate (-1, -sqB(l/3) ,-sqn(l/6) ) 
instance Level-4 scale (.5,. 5, - 5 )  translate (1 ,-sqrt (ID) ,-sqrt(1/6)) 
instance Level4 scale ( .5, . 5 ,  - 5 )  translate (0 ,-sqrt(4/3) ,-sqrt(l/6)) 
instance Level-4 scale ( - 5 ,  .5, . 5 )  translate (0,O ,sqrt(3/2)) 

FIGURE 2.4. Specification for Sierpinski's Tetrahedron using object instancing 



FIGURE 2 5 .  Constructing Sierpinski's Tetrahedron using object instancing 
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FIGURE 2.6. Clipping and ray intersection tests using bounding volumes 

intersecting a ray with the object, especially if the object consists of a large number 

of primitives. Figure 2.6 demonstrates this process; ray 1 intersects the bounding 

volume of object By so the items inside object B will be tested against ray 1. On 

the other hand ray 2 completely misses object B's bounding volume. there is noth- 

ing inside object B needs to be tested against ray 2. The elimination of intersection 

tests on all the items inside an object can substantially speed up ray-tracing. For 

example, the top level objects in Figure 2.4 are each composed of 1024 primitives. If 

a ray misses the bounding volume of one of the top level objects none of the 1024 

primitives have to be tested. 

While bounding volumes can be used to eliminate objects, it would also be useful 

to use bounding volumes to select likely candidates for ray object intersection tests. 

Ideally. objects should be checked for ray object intersection in the order a ray passes 

through them; if a ray passes through objects X, Y, and 2, in that order, the items in 

object X should be checked for intersection before the items in object Y, which should 

be checked before the items in object Z. Figure 2.7 illustrates a scene where a ray 

passes through four objects, objects A, B, C, and D. Object A contains an instance 

of D, and object B contains an instance of object C. The  ray enters object C before it 
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FIGURE 2 -7. Overlapping bounding volumes 

enters object D, so the items in object C should be checked for ray intersection before 

the items in object D. By the same logic, the ray entered object A before entering 

object B. so the items in object A should be checked before the items in object B. 

Kay and Kajiya propose an algorithm that tests objects in the order in which they 

are intersected by the ray ['lo]. Each time a ray hits the bounding volume of an 

object, that object is added to a heap; the heap is ordered so the closest objects are 

on the top of the heap. The heap d o w s  objects to be tested in the order they appear 

along the ray's path. 

If this algorithm was run in the object hierarchy in Figure 2.7 the heap would start 

with objects A and B. Object A is pulled off the heap, and object D is added. Object 

B is then pulled off the heap, and object C is added. Object C is closer than object 

D1 so its pulled off the heap next, followed by object D. 

2.3. Complex object rendering using ray-tracing 

The material presented in the previous two sections focused on ray-tracing, ob- 

ject instancing hierarchies, and the methods available to ray-t race object instancing 

hierarchies. This section explains why ray-tracing is a useful for rendering complex 

objects, and how the choice of ray-tracing as the  rendering method affected the type 

of object instancing hierarchies used in this thesis. 



Ray-tracing has one important property that makes it useful for rendering com- 

plex images; the amount of CPU time needed to ray-trace a complex model often is 

relatively independent of the number of primitives in the model. This phenomenon 

usually occurs in models that have a large number of primitives. Xf, for example, the 

colour of each pixel is determined by shooting an average or 10 rays into each pixel 

the time needed to determine the colour is approximate the same whether, say, 100 

or 1000 objects intersect that pixel. 

The effective use of ray-tracing as a rendering method dictates, to a certain extent, 

the requirements of the object instancing hierarchies. Good bounding volumes are 

needed to ray-trace an object instancing hierarchy efficiently- Such bounding volumes 

can easily be created using the object instancing hierarchies described in Section 2.2. 

One might argue that a more powerful object instancing paradigm could be used. 

One such paradigm, a procedural object instancing hierarchy: was proposed by Hart 

[13]. Hart uses parameterized instances to increase the expressive power of the object 

instancing hierarchy. If the object instancing hierarchy presented in Figure 2.4 were 

converted to an procedural object instancing hierarchy it might look as follows: 

define Tetrahedron(-1 ) 

sphere scale (2,2,2) 

end 

define Tet rahedron(n ) 

Level(n - 1) scale (.5, .5, -5 )  translate (-1, -sqrt(l/3), -sqrt(l/6)) 

Level(n - 1) scale ( -5 ,  .5,.5) translate (1, -sqrt(I/3), -sn?.t(W) 

Level(n - 1) scale (5,  .5, -5) translate (0, -sqrt(4/3), -sqrt(1/6)) 

Level(n - 1) scale ( -5 ,  .5, -5) translate (O,0, -sqrt(2/3)) 

end 
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Here the Tetrahedron object is an approximation of Sierpinski's tetrahedron. The 

parameter n controls the depth of hierarchy (recursion): and influences the quality of 

the approximation of the limit figure. This representation is more compact than the 

one presented in Figure 2.4, so it may seem that it is better. There is, however, a 

major obstacle to the efficient ray-tracing of procedural object instancing hierarchies: 

the construction of good bounding volumes [15]. This problem is illustrated by the 

following example: 

define TwoSpheres(x) 

sphere 

sphere translate (x 0 0) 

end 

Here the bounding volume of the TwoSpheres object depends on the parameter I. 

It might be possible to construct good bounding volumes if the parameters were only 

used to control the depth of hierarchy, as they are in the Tetrahedron example. Such 

a paradigm would have more expressive power than the object instancing hierarchies 

presented in this chapter; the Tetrahedron object describes an approximation of Sir- 

pinkski's tetrahedron for any n while the object instance hierarchy in Figure 2.4 only 

describes the approximation for n = 0..5. The extra expression power, however, is not 

used by the conversion algorithms presented in Chapters 4, 5, and 6.  For this reason, 

only non recursive and non procedural object instancing hierarchies are considered in 

this thesis. 



CHAPTER 3 

Background on L-systems 

The  research presented in this thesis focuses on the  task of converting L-svstem models 

to object instancing hierarchies by using b-grammars as an intermediate represent a- 

tion. This chapter provides background on L-systems and surveys the literature on 

L-systems relevant to this thesis. 

L-systems are parallel rewriting systems proposed by Lindenmayer as mat hemat ical 

theory of plant development [22, 231. L-systems work by re-writing strings. In each 

derivation step, L-system productions are applied to all the symbols in a string, in 

parallel. to produce a new string. 

DOL-systems are the  simplest type of L-system. They are deterministic context free 

L-systems; a formal definition of DOL-systems, and DOCsys tern derivation. is taken 

from page 4 of The Algorithmic Beauty of Plants [31] 

Let V denote an alphabet, V* the set of words over V, and V C  the set of all 

nonempty words over V.  A OL-system is an ordered triplet G = (V.u, P) where V 

is the alphabet of the system, w E V+ is a nonempty word called the axiom and 

P c V x V' is a finite set of productions. A production (a ,  X) E P is written as 

a -+ X. The letter a and the word x are called the  predecessor and the successor of 

this production, respectively. It is assumed that for any letter a E V, there is at least 

one word x E V' such that a + X. If no production is explicitly specified for a given 



FIGURE 3.1. Four steps in an L-system derivation 

predecessor a E V ,  the identity production a -+ a is assumed to belong to the set of 

productions P. A OL-system is deterministic (noted DOL-system) if and only if for 

each a E V there is exactly one E V' such that a x. 
Let p = al  ... a ,  be an arbitrary word over V .  The word v = y ,.-.x, E V* is directly 

derived from (or generated by) p, noted p + U, if and only if ai + Xi for all i = I .m. 

-4 word u is generated by G in a derivation of length n if there exists a developmental 

sequence of words po,pl, ..., p, such that po = w,p, = v and po => pl + ... + p,. 

Figure 3.1 presents a sample DOL-system and DOL-system derivation. The deriva- 

tion starts at n=O, with the axiom w=FL. Derivation step n = l  uses pl to rewrite L 

as L+RF+. F is left unchanged, since no production was specified for F. In derivation 

step n=2 and n=3, the letters F, +, and - are left unchanged, and productions p1 and 

p2 are used to re-write the letters L and R, respectively. 

The modeling power of L-systems comes from taking a word derived using an L- 

system and interpreting it. When modeling plants, some form of turtle interpretation 

is often used ['S, 29, 341. 



3.2. Turtle interpretation 

Having defined DOL-systems and shown how t o  generate a word Erom an DOL- 

system. the next problem is how to use Lsystems t o  create a model. Interpreting 

the  words generated by L-systems as turtle commands is one way to produce models. 

Selected letters in the L-system's alphabet have a geometric interpretation; the L- 

system is used to produce a word thatt  when interpreted, forms the structure being 

modeled. 

Turtle interpretation involves moving a virtual turtle [l] through two or  three di- 

mensional space. In the  two dimensional case, it would not be unreasonable to imagine 

a turtle walking over a piece of paper, with a pen attached to it. The turtle is con- 

trolled with commands Like "move forward while drawing", %turn right"? and 'change 

the colour of the pen." 

The turtle used in this thesis moves through three dimensional space. The turtle 

'draws" by leaving a trail of cylinders behind it, so interpreting a command like "move 

forward while drawing" moves the turtle forward and leaves a cylinder t o  mark the 

path t h e  turtle took. 

Commands for pushing and popping the turtle's position and orientation on and 

off a stack are useful for modeling branching structures, such as plants. The turtle's 

position is pushed on to a stack just before a branch is drawn and popped off of the 

stack when the  branch is completed. By keeping the  position of the turtle on a stack, 

the modeler doesn't have to  worry about the turtle's final position after the  branch 

is drawn; the turtle can refer to the branching point. 

The state of the turtle consists of the following: 

0 a 4x4 matrix, representing the position and orientation of the turtle, 

a r,  g, and b values representing the current pen colour. 

T h e  status of the turtle interpretation consists of the  following: 



FIGURE 3.2. The three dimensional turtle. 

0 The current state of the turtle 

a A stack of selected previous turtle states, used for push or pop 

operations. 

The turtle's position and orientation are described using a 4x4 matrix. To move 

the turtle forward the vector (0'1 ? 0) is converted to its 4x4 matrix represent at  ion and 

multiplied with the turtle's 4x4 position and orientation matrix. Orientation can be 

changed by multiplying a rotation matrix with the turtle's orientation and position 

matrix, as described in [8]. Figure 3.2 shows the three ardses around which the turtle 

rotates. The matrices used to change the turtle's position and orientation and most 

of the symbols controlling the turtle in this thesis are described below. 





Move the turtle forward l units while drawing a cylinder of width w. 

Transform turtle by matrix F( i )  

Move the turtle forward I units without &awing. Trmsform turtle by 

matrix F(1) 

T u r n  left by an. Transform turtle by matrix RU(a) 

"Turn right by an. Transform turtle by matrix &(-a) 

'Pitch down by a". Trandorm turtle by matrix RL(c*) 

'Pitch up by a". Transform turtle by matrix RL(-a)  

"Roll left by a". Transform turtle by matrix Rw(a)  

"Roll right by cr". Transform turtle by matrix Rw(-a)  

"Turn around". Transform turtle by matrix RU(lSO0) 

"Change colour". Change the turtle's colour to r,g,b. 

cPush turtleB. Push the state of the turtle on to a stack 

"Pop turtle". Pop the state of the turtle off a stack 

For the sake of convention, most the turtle interpretations used in this thesis are 

the same as those found on page 19 of The Algorithmic Beauty o/ Plants [XI. Many of 

the interpretations require an argument; if no argument is given, a default argument 

is assumed. If no width is specified for the F symbol a default width w is used, where 

w is specified in the model. If the length of either the F or f symbols isn't specified 

a default length of 1 is assumed. Interpreting an F symbol draws a cylinder 1 unit 

long and w units wide. The symbols +, -, k , ^ ,  \, and / are assumed to be +(6)? -(6). 

&(&), (s), \(a), and /(6), where S is a specified in the model. 

Figure 3.3 shows the critical steps in the development of a plant like branching 

structure simulated using an L-system with turtle interpretation. The images show 

the results of subsequent L-system derivation steps assuming a default angle of .LO0 

for the + and - turtle operations. It should be noted that the images in Figure 3.3 



N=? N=3 N=4 

FIGURE 3 -3. An L-system model and graphical interpretation 



have beeo scaled to a common height. 

3.3. Parametric L-systems 

The L-systems presented so far have beeo non-parmetric; the Iengt h of segments 

and the angles used for rotations were either assumed or specified in the model. 

This situation is far from ideal; even simple shapes like a right isosceles triangles are 

difficult to model. Parametric L-systems overcome the limitations presented by the 

discrete nature of non-parametric L-systems ['31] . The definition of a parametric 

L-system is taken from page 45 of Hanan7s PhD dissertation, Parametric L-systems 

and their applications to the Modeling and Visualization of Plants [IS]. 

.A parametric OL-system is defined as an ordered quadruplet, G = (li. S.W. P ) ,  

where V is a nonempty set of letters called the alphabet of the system. C is the set of 

formal parameters, w E (V x is a nonempty parametric word called the axiom. 

and P c (V x S') x C(S) x (V x [(C)')' is a finite set of productions. ((C) is some 

function of the formal parameters, C. 

The productions used in this thesis will follow the conventions presented in The 

;Llgodhrnic Beauty of Plants [XI. Productions will have the form 

predecessor : condition --r successor, 

where predecessor E V x S', conditicm E C ( C )  is a logical condition which must 

be true to match the production, and predecessor E (V  x {(C)')'. For example, in 

the product ion 

D(s) is the predecessor, s> l  is the condition, and D(s-1) is the successor. 

The parametric L-system production matching rule is taken from page 47 of Hanan's 

dissertation [13]: 



A production pi matches a module in a parametric word if the following conditions 

are met: the letter in the module and the letter in the production predecessor are 

the samet the number of actual parameters in the module is equal to the number of 

formal parameters in the production predecessor, and the condition evaluates to true 

if the actual parameter d u e s  are bound to the formal parameters according to their 

relative position in the module and predecessor. 

Figure 3.4 contains the derivation and turtle interpretation of a parametric L- 

system. On step n=l  rule pl is applied to A(1) to form word p l ,  F T(1+1.1) A(1+1). 

or F T(2J) A(2). There is no rule for F, so F is left unchanged in the subsequent 

derivation steps. Rule is applied to module T(2,l) in 112; the condition (s==ax2) 

is true since (%==lX1), and both the conditions (s<a*2) and (s>ax2) are false. pl is 

applied to A(%) to get F T(3?2) A(3). so p2 equals F T(3,l) F T(3?2) 4 3 ) .  Subsequent 

steps proceed in a similar manner. 

3.4. Stochastic Gsystems 

The L-systems described up to this point have all been deterministic. Deterministic 

L-systems present a problem for people modeling complex scenes. The modeler of 

a forest does not want every tree to took the same, and does not want to create a 

separate L-system for each tree. One solution to this problem is the use of stochastic 

L-systems ['i. 391. 

A stochastic parametric OL-system is an ordered triplet G = (V. C? w? P ) .  where V 

is t he  alphabet of the system, C is the set of formal parameters, w E ( V  x ?P)+ is a 

nonempty word called the axiom, and P C (V x C') x C ( C )  x ( V  x c(S)')' x 32 is a 

finite set of productions. c(C) is some function of the formal parameters, Z. 

For the purposes of this thesis, a production (a ,  c, X ,  p) E P is written a : c -t y : p; 

a ,  c, X. p are the predecessor, condition, successor, and probability associated with 

the production, respectively. Conditions are resolved the same way they are resolved 

in parametric L-systems. AH probabilities are assumed to be in the range (O..1], and 



FIGURE 3.4- A parametric Gsystem derivation and turtle interpreta- 

tion of the generated strings 



the sum of probabilities of productions that have the same predecessor and condition 

is assumed to be 1. 

-4 module 6 is matched to a production using the following algorithm: 

choose a random number r E [O . . I] 
for each product ion a : c * x : p in P 

if the current production matches b 

if ( r  <=p) 

Apply the production 

else 

r = r - p  

end if 

end if 

end for 

Figure 3.5 shows a stochastic L-system first presented by Prusinkietvicz [.29] and 

the turtle interpretation of the strings obtained in three different derivations of length 

7. Each time F is rewritten during the derivation one of p,,  pz or p3 is chosen at 

random. In the example in Figure 3.5 dl three productions have a probability 113. 

so each production has an equal chance of being chosen. 

3.5. Context sensitive L-systems 

Context sensitive L-systems are L-systems in which the production applied to a 

symbol depend on the surrounding symbols. Such L-systems can simulate signals 

traveling through the plant, making them particularly useful for biological modeling. 

The contest sensitive productions used in this thesis have the following form: 

Zej t  context < predecessor > right context --+ successor 



FIGURE 3 -5 .  A stochastic L-system and structures generated using 3 

different seeds 



Consider: 0 1 

6='25.75" 

FIGURE 3 -6. A context sensitive L-system model, the L-system deriva- 

t ion, and graphical interpretation of the string resulting from derivation 

step N=25 



For the sake of simplicity, o d y  non panmetric deterministic context sensitive L- 

systems are presented in this thesis. A context sensitive production is matched if 

the predecessor matches a symbol a in the word, left context matches the symbols 

directly preceding a, and rightcontext matches the symbols directly after a. If several 

productions match the first production in the L-system is chosen. 

It is sometimes useful to consider o r  ignore particular symbols when checking for 

context. An Gsystem which simulates a signal propagating through a plant might 

only consider the Letters that represent the signal. For this reason, a list of symbols 

to consider or ignore, like the one in Figure 3.6, is sometimes included. 

The square bracket symbols [ and ] have special matching rules. Recall that square 

brackets are interpreted as turtle push and pop operations. Branches modeled by an 

L-system are surrounded by a pair of square brackets to preserve the  turtle's original 

position when the branch is being drawn. The specid rules allow signals to skip over 

a branch. 

When matching rightcontext, if a [ is encountered, the matching bracket is found, 

and context checking resumes on the other side of the bracket. If a ] is encountered. 

the context match fails. These rules for matching rightcontext are ignored if there 

is a square bracket in the rightcontext section of the  production. When matching 

le ftcontextl if a I is encountered, the matching bracket is found, and context resumes 

on the other side of the bracket. 

Figure 3.6 shows the first six steps in the derivation of a context sensitive L-system 

first presented by Hogeweg and Hesper [IS]. Only the symbols 0 and 1 are considered 

for context matching purposes. At derivation length n=l ,  the first 1 is left unchanged, 

since any production that could be matched to the 1 requires a left context of 0 or 

1. The second 1 gets matched using production p ~ ?  and the third 1 is left unchanged, 

since all the productions that could match the last 1 require a right context of 0 or I. 

At derivation length n=2, the first I is, again, left unchanged. The first 0 is matched 



FIGURE 3.7. A branching structure pruned to a box 

using production p ~ :  resulting in 1F1, and the second 1 is left unchanged. Further 

derivations are done in a similar manner, 

3.6. Environmentally Sensitive L-systems 

Topiary is defined as "related to, or being the practice or art of, training, cutting, 

and trimming trees or shrubs into odd or ornamental shapes* [25]. Prusinkiewicz, 

James, and MEch presented a method for modeling topiary plants using an extension 

of L-sys t ems [%O] . Such L-s yst ems are called environment ally sensi t ive L-systems. 

The L-system in Figure 3.7 introduces two symbols that were not presented in 

Section 3.1. The ?P symbol is a query symbol; when invoked, the turtle's position 

is used as the x,y and z arguments. The % symbol causes anything between the 

% symbol to the end of the current branch to be cut during the next derivation. 

In Figure 3.7 a cut symbol is introduced whenever the turtle's position is outside a 



rectangular area of space. The cut symbol stops new branches from being created 

outside the rectangle, which yields a branching structure that appears to be pruned. 

Environmental L-systems differ from "ordinary" Gsystems in that an interpret at  ion 

step must be performed after each derivation step. 

3.7. Using L-systems to model tropism in plants 

In the context of plant modeling, tropism is an orientation or movement by a 

plant which is strongly related to some environmental factor [17]. Plants will orient 

themselves toward the sunlight or downwards in response to  the  force of gravity. 

Prusinkiewicz [32] proposes to model tropism in plants by bending branches toward 

or away from the source of stimulation during turtle interpretation. The turtle is 
4 

turned towards the direction of a predefined tropism vector, T , after drawing each 
-4 + 

segment. The angle of rotation is calculated using the formula a = el B x T 1: where 

e is the current elasticity, a parameter which captures the axis's susceptibility to 
+ 

bending, and B is a unit vector parallel to the direction the turtle travels when it 

moves forward. 

Hanan defined t urt le commands to change the value of the current elasticity [El. 

The ' and symbols increase and decrease the current elasticity respectiveiy. This 

thesis will use the @ symbol to rotate the turtle towards the direction of the tropism 

vector, and the " with a single parameter to set the current elasticity. 

Figure 9.8 shows an L-system that models tropism and its graphic interpretation. 

The L-system models five branches, each of which has been bent downward toward 

the tropism vector. The shape of each branch depends on the branch's initial angle: 

the  tropism vector influenced the branch that started at 45O more than the branch 

that started at 5'. 



FIGURE 3.8. An L-system which models tropism and graphical inter- 

pretation of the generated strings 



CHAPTER 4 

Converting DOL-system and parametric L-system 

based models to object instancing hierarchies 

Chapter 4 has three main sections: converting a DOL-system model to a b-grammar 

model, converting a b-grammar model to an object instancing hierarchy model, and 

converting a context free parametric L-system to a b-grammar model. 

The algorithms presented here are similar to the algorithm presented by Hart [14]. 

The use of a b-grammar as an intermediate representation is the largest difference 

between the two approaches; Hart's $go& hrn converts the L-system models directly 

to object instancing hierarchies directly, while the algorithms presented in this chapter 

convert the L-system to a b-grammar and then convert that b-grammar to the object 

instancing hierarchy. 

4.1. Converting DOL-system based models to b-grammar based models 

Converting a DOL-system model to a b-grammar model is the first step in converting 

a DOL-system model to an object instancing hierarchy. More precisely, given a DOL- 

system and a derivation length find a b-grammar that generates the same word. First, 

recall the definition of a DOL-system derivation presented in Chapter 3. 

Let p = al-..a, be an arbitrary word over V. The word u = X I . . . X ~  E V= is directly 

derived from (or generated by) p, noted p => v ,  if and only if a; -t X i  for all i = I..rn. 

A word v is generated by G in a derivation of length n if there exists a developmental 

sequence of words po, pl ,  ..., pn such that = W, pn = u and po + * ... + p,. 



FIGURE 4.1. An L-system and a b-grammar which generates the word 
the L-system generates after four derivations. 

Second, recall the definition of a b-gramma presented in Chapter 1. grammar. 

G = (V,, K.;. P. S), where V, is the set of non-terminal symbols, 6 is the set of 

terminal symbolsl P c (V, x (Vn u (& x F))')' a finite set of productions, and 

S c (V, U (I/; x W))+ is the grammu's axiom word, is a b-grammar if two conditions 

are met. First, there is no symbol A in C/;, such that A -+ a is a production in PI  

.-I 4 ,t? is a production in P1 and a # 0. Second, the symbols 41, .A2, .... --LA in I., can 

be ordered so that if -4i - a is a production in P then a contains no A, with j < i. 
A b-grammar that generates the same word an L-system generates after 0 deriva- 

t ions can be created by using the L-system axiom word as the b-grammar axiom word. 

Suppose a b-grammar, G,, generates the same word a DOL-system: Tt generates after 

n derivations. A new b-grrtmrnar, G,+l, can be created by replacing each b-grammar 

terminal, .A, with a non-terminal, A,+1, such that A,+1 -t cr is a production in 

and A -r a is a production in T. The word generated by G,+* is directly derived. 

using T. from the word generated by G,, so the word generated by Gn+l is the same 

as the word generated by T in a derivation length of n + 1. Figure 4.1 shows a DOL- 

system and corresponding b-grammar; the b-grammar generates the same word the 

DOL-system generates in a derivation length of 4. 



A1 F1 A2 R A3 F3 

Production 

FIGURE 4.2. The graphic objects that correspond to the b-grammar 

productions in Figure 4.1 

4.2. Converting b-grammar based models to object instancing hierarchies 

Converting a b-grammar based model to an object instancing hierarchy is the 

second and final step in converting DOL-system based models to object instancing 

hierarchies. Each of the productions in the b-grammar can be viewed as representing 

some part of the string the b-grammar generates. For example. production p3 in Fig- 

ure 4.1 can be thought of as representing the string FF[+F[+A][-.4]][-F[frlj[-A]]. 

It is often possible to form part of the model by interpreting the substring represented 

by a production. A b-grammar is legal if the substrings represented by each and every 

b-grammar production can be interpreted. 

The algorithm presenting in this section requires a legal b-grammar as input. Each 

production in the b-grammar will be converted to an object in the object instancing 

hierarchy. The productions will be thought of as representing a substring of the string 

the b-grammar generates. Similarly, the objects will be thought of as representing 

the part of the model formed by the turtle interpretation of the substring. 

The graphic objects that correspond to the b-grammar productions in Figure 4.1 

are illustrated in Figure 4.2. Some observations can be made about the objects in 

Figure 4.2. Object At can be constructed from two instances of object Az and one 

instance of object Fz. Similarly, Object Fl can be constructed from two instances of 



object AL 
instance F2 t randorm kfo 
instance A:! transform MI 
instance Ap transform 1Clh 

object Fl 
instance F2 transform 1V13 
instance & t ransforrn M4 

object A3 
instance F3 transform 1bf5 
instance A3 transform kf6 
instance -A3 trmsform I& 

object F2 
instance F3 transform Ads 
instance F3 transforrn kIg 

object A3 
instance cylinder transform MIo 

object F3 
instance cylinder transform MI 
instance cylinder transform iW12 

FIGURE 4.3. An object instancing hierarchy 

object F2, object -Az can be constructed from two instances of objects .A3 and one 

instance of object F3, object F2 can be constructed from two instances of object F3. 

and both objects .A3 and F3 can be constructed from instances of cylinders. 

The object instancing hierarchy for this b-grammar might look like the object 

instancing hierarchy in Figure 4.3. The object instancing hierarchy in Figure 4.3 was 

created by applying the following rules to the b-grammar in Figure 4.1: 



Every b-grammar production has a corresponding object in the object 

instancing hierarchy. 

a Every non-terminal in a b-grammar production successor corresponds 

to  an object instance in the object instancing hierarchy- 

a Every F non-termin$ corresponds to an instance of a cylinder in the 

object instancing hierarchy. 

The position and orientation of the instances in Figure 4.3 are represented by 

the 4x4 transformation matrices lWO through MI2- Calculating these matrices is the 

next step in the conversion process. For the purposes of computing the position 

and orientation information, each symbol in the b-grammar is deemed to represent a 

function that changes the interpretation status in some way. Recall, from Chapter 3, 

the definitions of the turtle state and the turtle interpretation status. 

The turtle state was defined as 

a a 4x4 matrix, representing the position and orientation of the turtle, 

and 

a red. green, and blue values representing the colour used to draw cylin- 

ders. These values are initially set to - 1. If these values are -1 when a 

cylinder is dawn a default colour is used. 

The turtle interpretation status was defined as 

a turtle state, representing the current state of the turtle, and 

a a stack of turtle states, used when a push or pop operation is executed. 

Suppose a production A SISZ ... S, is being evaluated, where Si, i E {l..n} are 

modules in the A ' s  successor. Functions GI, G2, -.., G, can be computed such that, for 



any i E {l ..n), Gi maps the turtle interpretation status from the state it had before 

the symbol Si was interpreted to the state it has after Si is interpreted. Let T be the 

turtle interpretation status a t  the  beginning of the production. For any i E {l..n), 

the turtle interpretation status after symbol Si has been interpreted can be found by 

composing the functions GI through Gi? and then applying the composite function to 

T. For any i E { l . . n ) ,  let Ci be Gi~Gi - l~Gi -Z- - -~G20G1 I -  The turtle interpretation 

status after symbol Si is interpreted is Ci(T)- Co is defined as the identity function. 

If a production: A -t a? has n symbols then C, can be used to find the turtle 

interpretation status after d l  the symbols in the production are interpreted. If the 

non-terminal A appears anywhere in the grammar then C, can be used to represent 

the change in the turtle interpretation status caused by A. 

Ci-l can be used to compute the position, orientation, and colour of any instances 

generated by symbol Si- The object -4 represents the result of interpreting the string 

represented by the production .4 -t a. Let To be the turtle interpretation status 

at the beginning of the interpretation. Let Ti-t by the turtle interpretation status 

just before the symbol Si is interpreted. Ciel maps the turtle interpretation status 

from the state it had just before Sl was interpreted to the state it has after Sidl is 

interpreted, so = Ci-l(To). The 4x4 matrix in can be used to compute 

the position and orientation of any instance created by the interpretation of Si- The 

three colour values, r, g, and b, can be used to determine what colour, if any. should 

be assigned to any instance created by the interpretation of Si. If the r ,  g, and 6 are 

equal to -1 then no colour is assigned to the instance; the colour should default to the 

object colour. Otherwise, r ,  g, and 6 represent the colour assigned to the instance. 

There are currently no turtle commands to specify other surface attributes? such as 

reflectivity and translucency, although commands could be added as an extension. 

All surfaces are assumed to be non reflective and non translucent. 

' ( a  o b ) ( x )  is defined as a ( b ( 3 ) )  



The rest of this section describes how Ci is is computed. Ci is equal to fi o o 

c::-2--. 0 F20 FIT SO defining and computing Fj, j E {l . . i)  is the first step in computing 

Ci- TWO functions are now defined; a function that changes the state of the turtle, and 

a function that changes the turtle interpretation status. The function that changes 

the state of the turtle has the following attributes: 

0 A 4x4 position and orientation matrix. This matrix is multiplied by 

the turtle's position and orientation matrix to create the new turtle's 

position and orientation matrix. 

Red, green, and blue values. If the red, green, and blue values are 

greater than 0 the values are used to set the turtle's colour. If the red. 

green, or blue value is less than or equal to zero then the turtle's colour 

is left unchanged. 

This function will be caUed a state transition function. Two state transition func- 

tions can be composed by first multiplying the 4x4 position and rotation matrices 

[S] . and then composing the colour values. If the red, green, and blue values of the 

second state function are greater than or equal to zero then those values are used in 

the  composite state function, otherwise the red, green, and blue values of the first 

state function are used. The function used to change the turtle interpretation status 

has the following attributes: 



A state function, S, used to change current state of the turtle. 

The value, n indicating the number of items to  be pushed or popped 

onto the stack. If the value is positive it represents the number of items 

to be pushed onto the stack. If it is -1 it represents a single item to be 

popped off the stack. Values less than -1 are illegal. 

A list of state functions, gi, i E { l . .n) ,  where n is the number of items 

to be pushed onto the stack. If t is the current state of the turtle when 

the function is applied then g l ( t )  is push onto the stack, followed by 

gdf ): g3(t): *---gn(t)- 

This function will be called the turtle interpretation status function. and 

Pi. i E {l..n) are turtle interpretation status functions. Each symbol that has a 

turtle interpretation also has a turtle interpretation status function associated with 

it. Figure 4.4 shows the status functions associated with some of the symbols pre- 

sented in Chapter 3. 

The major difference between the turtle interpretation status function and the 

turtle state function is the status function's ability to manipulate the stack. It should 

be noted that a turtle interpretation status function cannot perform a pop operation 

on an empty stack. This restriction makes productions such as A +] F [  illegal; C l ( T )  

can not be computed, so the position of the cylinder created by the interpretation of 

F can not be  computed. 

Recall that production is legal if and only if the string represented by that produc- 

tion can be interpreted. A string cannot be interpreted if and only if, at some point 

during the interpretation, a turtle pop operation is performed on an empty stack. A 

string can leave items on the stack when the interpretation of the string is finished; 

-4 + F[[ is a legal production. 

Ci is computed by first computing Ci-r and then finding Fi 0 Ci-l-  The S. n. 



[ S is the identity function. n = 1 as 1 item is pushed onto the stack. gl 

is the identity function- 

I S is the identity function, n = -1 as 1 item is popped off the stack. 

( g b )  This symbol doesn't change the position of the turtIe, so the 4x4 matrix 

associated with the state function S is the identity matrix. The red, 

green, and blue values associated with S are r,  g7 and b respectively. 

Nothing is pushed or popped, so n = 0. 

F ( 1 )  The 4x4 matrix associated with S is set such it moves the turtle forward 

i units. The red, green, and blue values associated with S are set to -I 

because the state function does not change the turtle's colour. Nothing 

is pushed or popped. so n = 0. 

+(a) The 4x4 matrix associated with S is set such that it rotates the  turtle 

by a degrees about the appropriate axis. The red. green. and blue 

values associated with S are set to -1 because the state Function does 

not change the turtle's colour. Nothing is pushed or popped, so n = 0. 

FIGURE 4.4. Sample turtle interpretation status functions 



Compose(1nterpretation Status Function A. Interpretation Status Function B)  
assert ( A n  >= 0 Srk B.n + A n  >= 0 )  
Result = -4 

if (B.n == -I)  
/* B pops the turtle from the stack */ 

Result .S = Result .g, 
Result .n = Result .n - 1 
exit 

end if 

for i=l to 5.n 
Re~ul t .g~+~. ,  = B.gi o A.S 

end for 
return Result 

FIGURE 4.5. A pseudo code algorithm that composes two turtle state functions 



and gi components of a turtle state fuoctiont X, are denoted -Y.S1 X n  and -Y-gi: 

respectively. The pseudo code algorithm in Figure 4.5 computes Result = B o A: 

where A, B1 and Result are turtle interpretation status functions. 

The operation of this algorithm becomes more apparent when the example in Figure 

4.6 is considered. Figure 4.6 shows a simple b-grammar and the C functions associated 

with each symbol in the two b-grammar productions. Both production fi and pr are 

legal productions; production p2 represents the string F [ F [ F  while production pt 

represents the string F F [ F [ F ]  F] F. Production p~ contains no non-terminals, so it is 

computed first. 

C0 of production p2 is by definition the identity function. Ct of production pz is 

Fl o Co; Go is the identity function so Ct = F1. Fl moves the turtle forward one 

unit without pushing or popping anything to or From the stack. Fz pushes one item 

onto the stack, so F2.S is the identity function. Fz.n = 1, and F2-gl is the identity 

function. Composing F2 and C1, C2.S = F2.So C1 .S = Cl .S, C2.n = F2.n + Cl .n = I. 

and C2.gt = F2.g1 o C1.S. The net result is a function that takes the turtle, moves 

it forward one unit. and then pushes that turtle on to the stack. C3: C4 and Cj of 

production pz are computed in a similar manner. 

Cl of production pl is computed the same way C1 of pz was computed. 

since Sl of both pl and pz is the symbol F. S2 of production pl is the non-terminal 

B. so F2 of production p2 is equal to Cs of production p l .  C2.g1 and C2.g2 are equal 

to F2-gl o Cl .S and FZ.g2 o Cl .S respectively. F3 of production p1 represents a stack 

pop operation, so C3.n = C2.n - I and C3.S = C2.g2. Functions C4, Cs, and C6 of 

production pl are computed in a similar manner. 

Figure 4.7 shows a b-grammar based model and a corresponding object instanc- 

ing hierarchy. For presentation purposes the 4x4 transformation matrices have been 

divided into their translation and rotation components. 

Productions p4 and p5 contain no non-terminals, so they are converted first. Pro- 

duction pd is converted to object -A3. The F symbol in production p4's successor 



Production p~ 

Co S Identity function 
n 0 

I CI S Move turtle forward one unit. I 

C2 S Move turtle forwardone unit. 
n I 
gl Move turt Ie forward one unit. 

C4 S Move turtle forward two units. I 

C3 5' Move turtle forward two units. 
n 1 

gr Move turtle forward one unit. 

gl Move turtle forward one unit. 
9 2  Move turtle forward two units. 

I 

C.'5 S Move turtle forward three units. 
n 2 
gl Move turtle forward one uni t. 
g2 Moveturtleforwardtwounits. 

Production pl 

Co S Identityfunction 
n 0 

Cz S Move turtle forward one unit. 
n 0 

C2 S Move turtle forward four units. 
n 2 
gl Move turtle forward two units. 
g* Move turtle forward three units. 

C3 S Move turtle forward three units. 
n 1 
gl Move turtle forward two units, 

G4 S Move turtle forward four units. 
n I 
gl Move turtle forward two units. 

S; S Move turtle forward two units. 
n 0 

5"s S Move turtle forward three units. 
n 0 

FIGURE 4.6. C functions for two b-grammar productions 



object AI 
instace F2 
instance *A2 translate (0,4,0) transform R1 
instance A2 translate (0: 4,O) transform R? 

object A2 
instance F3 
instance A3 translate (0,2,0) transform R1 
instance AS translate (0,2,0) transform R2 

object F2 
instance f i  
instance F3 translate (0,%, 0) 

object A3 
instance cylinder 

object F3 
instance cylinder 
instance cylinder translate (O,1,0) 

FIGURE 4.5. A b-grammar model and a corresponding object instanc- 
ing hierarchy 
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becomes an instance of a cylinder in object A3. The Co is the identity functionf so no 

transformation is applied to the cylinder in object A3. Function Fl for production p~ 

causes the turtle to move forward one unit, so C1 causes the turtle to move forward 

one unit, as Cl = Fl. The remaining symbols in production p4, [+A][-A] can be 

ignored. The A symbol has no turtle interpretation, and the changes made to the 

state of the turtle by the + and - symbols are discarded when the turtle's position 

is popped off the stack; Clo = C1. 

Production ps is converted to object F3. The first F symbol in production p& 

successor becomes an instance of a cylinder in object fi.  Co is the identity function. 

so the cylinder instance isn't translated. The second symbol in production ps is also 

an F symbol. Cl moves the turtle forward one unit, so the second cylinder instance 

in object F3 is translated by (0,1,0). C2 of production ps moves the turtle forward 

two units. 

Production p2 can now be converted. The first symbol in production p;! is the 

non-terminal F3, so an instance of F3 is created. Fl of production pz is equal to C2 

of production ps, so C1 of production pz moves the turtle forward two units. The 

interpretation of the symbol + causes the turtle to be rotated using matrix RI. The 

noa-terminal A3 is converted to an instance of object A3. The instance is translated 

by the vector (0,2,0), which represents the transformation caused by the non-terminal 

F3: and rotated by matrix R1, which represents the transformation caused by the  + 
symbol. The string [-A3] causes ao instance of object A3. The instance is translated 

by the  vector (0,2?0), which represents the transformation caused by the non-terminal 

F3. and rotated by matrix R2, which represents the transformation caused by the - 

symbol. Productions p, and p3 are converted in a similar manner. 



4.3. Converting parametric L-system based models to b-grammar based 

models 

The algorithm used to convert DOL-system based models to b-grammar based mod- 

els will be extended to convert context free parametric L-system based models to  

b-grammar models. 

The parametric L-system algorithm starts with a b-gmmmar, Gn, that gener- 

ates the same word a parametric L-system generates after n derivation steps. A 

b-grammar, G,+l, that generates the same word a parametric L-system generates 

after n + 1 derivations is created by replacing each terminal module, A, with a non- 

terminal. iViy such that  Ni 3 Vn of Gn, Ni 4 cr is a production in Gncl7 and -4 + a 

matches a production in the parametric L-system. 

While the rules described above wiU create a b-grammar which generates the same 

word a parametric L-system generates after n derivations. the following rule can be 

used to simplify the b-grammar. 

If. for any b-grammar production -4 -+ o. the body of cr is a single module then 

all occurrences of A can be replaced by u and production -4 j a can be deleted 

from the b-grammar. The simplification rule says that if the successor of an L-system 

production only contains one module there is no need to create a new production 

in the b-grammar. This simplification rule can also be used with non parametric 

L-systems. 

Figure 4.8 shows a parametric L-system and four b-grammars that generate t h e  

same words the parametric L-system generates in four different derivation lengths. 

At derivation length n = 0 the L-system axiom is copied to the b-grammar axiom. 

At derivation length n = 1 the terminal .;2 is replaced by !Vl: and the rule Nl -t 

F( l)[+A][-A] is added to the grammar. At derivation length n = 2 the terminal A 

is replaced by 1V2 and the rule N2 -+ F(l)[+A][-A] is added to the grammar. F(1) 

is re-writ ten as F ( 2 )  because the rule F(I)  * F(Z * 2) only has one module in its 

successor. Other derivation steps proceed in a similar manner. 



Derivation n = 0 
w : -4 

Derivation n = 1 

Derivation n = 2 

Derivation n = 3 

FIGURE 4.8. Four b-grammars which generate the same words a para- 
metric L-system generates in four different derivations lengths 
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The b-grammars created by the parametric L-system conversion algorithm are con- 

verted to object instmcing hierarchies using the algorithm outlined in Section 4.2. 

The method described here fails to create compact object instancing hierarchies for 

some parametric L-systems models. Consider the L-system: 

The b-grammar generated by the conversion process will be: 

The b-grammar is. clearly, no smaller than the string it represents. 

4.4. An object instancing hierarchy optimization 

The algorithms presented in this chapter sometimes create b-grammar models with 

noo-terminals that are only used once in the rest of the grammar. In such cases. 

the single occurrence of the oon-terminal can be replaced by the successor of the 

production headed by that non-terminal. Consider the following b-grammar: 

The non-terminals At Bt,  B2 and B3 are only used once in grammar. The b- 

grammar could be re- writ ten: 



Both b-grammars generate the same string, but the second b-grammar is smaller 

than the first, and therefore more efficient . 

4.5. Results 

The algorithms presented in this chapter were tested on the L-systems in Figures 4.9 

and 4.10. Figure 4.9 illustrates a DOL-system ternary bush. named lor its similarity to 

Sierpinski's gasket. Productions P2 and P3 cause the segment length of the branches 

to grow according to the Fibonacci sequence 2. The model in Figure 4.9 is represents 

by 35310 cylinders: the object hierarchy used for rendering contained T i  instances: a 

compression of 459: 1. 

Production PL triples the number of -4s in the string generated by the L-system 

after each new derivation. Since each A generates primitives, the number of primitives 

in the L-system model increases exponentially as the derivation Length increases. The 

size of the object instancing hierarchy is bounded by a linear function of the derivation 

length, so the size of the object instancing hierarchy is bounded by a logarithmic 

function of the number of primitives. The graph in Figure 4.11 was created by 

incrementally increasing the d0L-system derivation length, converting the L-system 

to a n  object instancing hierarchy, and the plotting the number of instances in the 

hierarchy as a function of the primitives represented by the hierarchy. The graph 

illustrates the claim that the number of instances in the object instancing hierarchy 

is bounded by a logarithmic function of the number of primitives. 

' ~ e t  B(n) and F(nf be the number of Bs and Fs in the string derived from the letter F after n 

derivations. By pz and p3 F(L)=L, F(2)=1, F(n+L) = B(n)+F(n), and B(n+l)=F(n). Re-writing, 

F(n+l) = F(n)+F(n-I), which yields the Fibonacci sequence. 



FIGURE 4.9. Sierpinski's Bush 



FIGURE 4.10. A branching structure resembling a fern frond. gener- 

ated by a parametric L-system 



FIGURE 4.1 1. Sierpinski's bush object hierarchy sizes 

Figure 4.10 shows a fern modeled using parametric L-systems. This model is rep- 

resents 8-5444 cylinders; the  object instancing hierarchy used for rendering contained 

185 instances. Delays: represented by parameter dt are used in productions P2, PJ: 

P4 and P5. Production Ps uses the w parameter to insure the fern frond always 

bends down. The parameter is negated when fronds are created using [/(1SO) +(45) 

A(4.-w)], since the interpretation of the module /(lSO) turns the frond upside down. 

The size of the object hierarchy increases by a constant rate of 10 instances per 

derivation after derivation 15. After derivation 17 only productions P4, PS, Pfjr and 

Pi are active, the simplification rule is applied to Pq, Pg, and P7, so these productions 

do not produce any new instances. Each time 11(0, x) is matched by production Ps, 5 

new instances are created; 2 for the F statements, and 3 for the new instances of -4. 

After 17 derivations, there is always one occurrence of both A(0, -1) and A(0, I).  so 

a total of the 10 new instances axe created with each new derivation- Since no other 

production can create new instances the size of the fern object instancing hierarchy 



Fern Object H i rchy  Snes 
T ,  . 1 - I - I ' I '  

1 10 1w loo0 1aOOO 1 00000 1- 
Primitives represented in model 

FIGURE 4.12. A graph of fern object hierarchy sizes 

is bounded by O(n) ,  where n is the number of derivations. 

Production P5 and P4 triples the number of As in the string generated by the 

L-system every 4 derivations, so the number of primitives represented by the model 

increases as an exponential function of the derivation length. Since the size of t h e  

object hierarchy is bounded by a linear function of the derivation length, the size of 

the object instancing hierarchy is bounded by a logarithmic function of the number of 

primitives represented by the model. The  graph in Figure 4-12 was created by incre- 

mentally increasing the fern L-system derivation length, converting the L-system to 

an object instancing hierarchy, and plotting the number of instances in the hierarchy 

as a function of the primitives represented by the hierarchy. The graph illustrates the 

claim that the number of instances in the object instancing hierarchy is bounded by 

a logari t hrnic function of the number of primitives. 



CHAPTER 5 

Lossy met hods for converting L-system based 

models to object instancing hierarchies 

This chapter discusses lossy conversion methods; methods that create object instanc- 

ing hierarchies that are similar to but not the same as the original L-system model. 

Lossy conversion met hods will be used to convert two classes of L-systems, stochastic 

L-systems and L-systems that model plant development with tropism, into object 

instancing hierarchies. 

5.1. Converting stochastic L-systems models to  b-grammars of turtle 

commands 

Stochastic L-systems are often used by modelers and artists who want to create 

images that contain a large number of plants. A stochastic L-system can be thought 

of a template for constructing models of a species of plant. Models are constructed 

by using the stochastic L-system and a seeded random number generator to create a 

string, and then interpreting the string to make the model. Models of different plants 

from a species are created by changing the random seed. 

The randomness that makes stochastic L-sys terns useful for modeling complex 

scenes complicates the conversion of stochastic L-systems to compact object instanc- 

ing hierarchies. Consider the L-system in Figure 5.1. If the letter F was to be removed 

from a word generated by this Gsystem the remaining sequence would contain uni- 

formly distributed + and - symbols. This sequence is essentially random noise, and 

can not be significantly compressed. 



FIGURE 5 -1. A sample stochastic L-system 

The work presented in Chapter 4 assumed the same production was used to re- 

write any two identical modules during a step in an L-system derivation. This is not 

always the case during a stochastic L-system derivation. Consider the L-system in 

Figure 5.1. At derivation step n = 4 the string generated from the L-system contains 

16 F symbols. At derivation step n = 5 each of those 16 s ~ l b o l s  would be re-written 

as either F + F or F - F; up to 2 different strings are used to re-write the F symbols 

that appeared at  derivation step n = 4. At derivation step n = 6 each of the symbols 

from derivation step n = 5 are, once again, re-written using either F + F or F - F: 

the F symbols that appeared at derivation step n = 4 have now been rewritten using 

one of 4 possible strings. At derivation step n = 6 the F symbols that appeared at 

derivation step n = 4 have been re-written using one of S possible strings, and at 

derivation step n = 7 the F symbols at derivation step n = 4 have been re-written 

using one of 16 possible strings. As the derivation continues the chance that t h e  same 

string was used to rewrite any two of the F symbols that appeared at derivation step 

n = 4 decreases until it is miniscule 

Some compression savings can be gained be removing some of the "randomness' 

from the derivation algorithm. Suppose that, in the previous example, no more than 

4 strings were used to re-write the F symbols at derivation step n = 4: no matter how 

many subsequent derivation steps were done. If each of the strings used to re-write 

F at derivation step n = 4 were s symbols long then the total storage needed to 

represent the string is a b-grammar would be 4 * s + 1.5 + 16 symbols; 4 * s symbols to 

represent the four strings, 15 symbols to represent the + and - symbols that appeared 

between the F symbols at derivation step n = 4, and 16 symbols used to reference 



the four strings. In contrast, 16 + s + 15 symbols would be needed to represent a 

string generated from a stochastic L-system without any restrictions. If s is large the 

storage savings are about 4:1. 

Now suppose that, at each step of the derivation, a maximum of k strings are used 

to re-write any one module. The maximum number of strings used to rewrite aay 

module at any level of the derivation will be called the  "randomness factor". For the 

sake of clarity, L-systems that have "randomness factors" associated with them will 

be called pseudo-stochastic L-systems. 

The algorithm that will be used to create a b-grammar that generates the same 

st ring as generated by a pseudo stochastic L-system is very similar to the parametric 

L-system conversion algorithm presented in Chapter 4. The pseudo stochastic L- 

system algorithm starts with a b-grammar, G,, that generates the same word a 

pseudo stochastic L-system generates after n derivation steps. A b-grammar, G,+I, 

that generates the same word a pseudo stochastic L-system generates after n + 1 

derivations is created by replacing each termind module, A, with a non terminal, 

!Vi,r,n+l, where i is an integer that uniquely identifies module A and r is a random 

number between 1 and the randomness factor, k. Productions of the form ivi.rr+l + a 

are added to Gn+l: where cr is a string such that A -t rr matches a production in 

the pseudo stochastic L-system. Figure 5.2 shows a pseudo code description of this 

algorithm. 

The L-system presented in Figure 5.1 will be used to demonstrate the algorithm 

presented in Figure 5.2. The randomness factor k = 5 used to create the b-grammar. 

The algorithm begins by copying the L-system axiom to the b-grammar axiom: 

The first ( a d  only) terminal module in Go is F .  The index i = 0 is chosen to 

represent uniquely the module F .  The random number 1 is chosen and assigned to 



B-Grammar DerivationStep(B-Grmmar G&-system L,int k) 

Copy G, to Gn+l 

For each terminal module. A in G,+I 

Find a number, i. that uniquely identifies A 

Let r be a random number between 1 and the randomness factor. k 

If there is no production Nr*i+n+l -t p in Gncl then 

Match A to a production in L-system L 

If there is no match go on to the next non terminal symbol. 

Let a be the successor of the L-system production. 

Add Nr,ivn+l 4 CY to Gncl 

end if 

Replace A with non terminal M ,  r i n i - I  , 

end for 

return G,+l 

FIGURE 5 -2. An algorithm that converts stochastic L-systems to b-grammars 



r.  F is re-wrirrit ten using the non terminal Nla*l. There are no productions headed by 

!Vl,o,l, so the L-system is used to rewrite F as  F + F-  The production Nl,o,l -+ F + F 

is added to GI, resulting in the following grammar: 

which is equal to GI. G2 is created by applying the conversion algorithm to GI. The 

random value r = 1 and the L-system production p2 are used to re-write the first 

terminal. FI as F - F. The second terminal? +. is left unchanged because there is no 

L-system rule to re-write it. The random value r = 3 and the L-system production 

pl are used to re-write the third terminal? F, as F + F: which results in the following 

grammar: 

which is equal to G2. G3 is created in a similar fashion: 



The diagram in Figure .5.0 shows a pictorial representation of the b-grammar that 

resulted from applying the algorithm presented in Figure 5.2 to the L-system pre- 

sented in Figure -5.1. 

5.2. Resuits 

Figure 5.4 shows a field of grass modeled by a pseudo stochastic parametric L- 

system. Figure 5.5 demonstrates the effects of different randomness factor values on 

the visuaI appearance of the model. 

The L-system used to create the grass in Figures 5.4 and 5.3 can be divided into 

three parts. The first part, production B, models a blade of grass. The second part, 

production p l ,  determines the colour and initial orientation of the blade. The final 

part. production pz ,  uses the blades to model a field of grass. A randomness factor 

value of k means that, at most, production pl can create k different blades of grass. 

Four blades of grass are grouped together into a patch k different ways, four patches 



R vdue chosen 
R=3. N=2 

FIGURE 5.3. A pictorial representation of the b-grammar that resulted 

from applying the algorithm presented in Figure -5.2 to the L-system 

presented in Figure 5.1. 



#define RedColor (-1 + ran(20) /LOO) #define BladeInitialTilt (ran(l0) + 10) 
#define GreenColor (-3 + ran(25)/100) #define BladeWidth -2 
#define BiueColor -14 #define BladeLength (ran(4)  * ran(4) + 8 )  
#define RecursionLevels 11 #define BladeBendFactor -1 
#define Gdist 2 Randomness Factor: 40 

;u. &(go) G(RecursionLeve1s) 
p, : G(1) : 1 = 0 -t /(ran(360))'(RedCoior, GreenColor. BlueColor) 

P(BladeLength, BlndelnitiaiTilt) 
p, : G ( l )  : l > O  + [G(Ldl)] 

[ j ( (2 -1)  * Gdist) G(1- I)] 
[+(90)/((2-1) * Gdist) - (90) G(l - I)] 
[+(45) f ((2-1) t Gdist * a) - (45) G ( 1 -  I)] 

P3 : P(n,  a) -, -WB(n ,a )  
p4 : B(n,  a )  : n > 0 -t F ( l ,  BladeWidth) - (sin(a) * BladeBendFactor) 

B(n - 1, a + sin(a) * BladeBendFactor) 

FIGURE 5.4. L-system grass 



FIGURE 5 -5- Grass generated using different randomness factor d u e s  



Randomness 

Factor k 

1 

-3 - 
5 

10 

Average number of 

Cylinders represented 

by each instance 

838861 

439403 

l8XK3 

101490 

544'70 
.?) -- , r  r09.7 

Tot d Cylinders 

in Scene 

TABLE 5.1. L-system grass compression rates 

Piumber of 

0 b ject tnstances 

are grouped together into a larger patch k different ways. This continues until a 

model of the field is created. The macro BladeLength and the constant BladeCVidth 

control the length and width of each blade. The constant BladeBendFador is used 

to control the tendency of the pass to bend toward the ground. BlodeinitialTilt 

controls the initial tilt of the blade of grass, and Gdist controls the distance between 

blades of grass. Redcolor, GreenColor, and BlueColor control the red, green, and 

blue components of the grass blade's colour. The constant Recursion Levels controls 

the size of the field; the L-system creates 4ReNr'O"Leve" blades of grass. 

Table 5.1 shows the number of instances in the object instancing hierarchy used to 

create the pictures in Figure *5.5, the number of cylinders represented by t h e  object 

instancing hierarchy, and the number of cylinders per instance. The size of the object 

instancing hierarchy created by converting a pseudo stochastic L-system is, in general, 

proportional to the randomness factor, k. The number of blades of grass represented 

by the L-system in Figure 5.4 grows exponentially as the constant Recursion Levels 

increases. The size of the object instancing hierarchy is proportional to the constant 

RecursionLevels, so the size of the  object instancing hierarchy bounded by O(k * 



log,(m)), where rn is t h e  number of blades of grass in the scene. 

The visual trade off between different randomness factor values is iUustrated by 

Figure 5.5. Visual artifacts appear at randomness factor values k = I, k = 2, and 

L = 5. Most of the artifacts have disappeared at randomness factor value k = 20. 

While higher randomness factors yield images with fewer visua.1 artifacts they also 

increase the size of the object instancing hierarchies. This is reflected by the ratio of 

cylinders to object instances in Table 5.1. 

Figure 5.6 shows two views of an orchard created using the L-system in Figure 5.7. 

Production fi creates a n  individual tree by first creating a trunk with production p3, 

and then adding branches on to the trunk with production p4 and ps. Production 

p3 is passed a length and width parameter; the length parameter controls how long 

the trunk will grow, while the  width determines how long the trunk will be. p4 and 

p5 create the top of the tree. A counter, rat is used to control the probability that a 

branch will be formed; the larger n is, the lower the probability of a branch occurring. 

The constant RecursionLevels controls the number of trees in the orchard. The 

distance between the trees is controlled by TDist. TrSegments controls the number 

of cylinders in the tree trunks, TrSegLength controls the length of each cylinder. 

and TrkVidth Reduce controls how fast the width of the trunk decreases. Constants 

B W i d t  h Reduce1 and Bwidth Reduce2 control how fast the width of the branches 

decrease. Finally. angles BTwist 1, B Anglel, BAngle2, B Angle3 and BTwis t i  in- 

fluence the branching structure of the tree. 

The object instancing hierarchy used to generate the orchard contained 186s object 

instances, representing 72.536469 cylinders, or 38831 primitives/ object instance. 

5.3. Converting L-systems that model plant development with tropism 

to b-grammars of turtle commands 

L-systems that model plant development with tropism are useful for creating models 

of plants that grow in an environment where they are affected by external stimuli, 



FIGURE 5.6. An orchard 



#define T Dist f 5 #define B Width Reduce 1 

#define TrSegrnents 10 #define B WidthReduce2 -9Fj3 

#define TrSegLength -55 #define BAnglel 30' 

#define Tr WidthReduce 0.992 #define BAngle2 10" 

#define Recurs-mLevels 8 #define BAngle3 20" 

#define BTwistl  90' #define BTwist2 9.5" 

Randomness Factor: 20 

-t / (BTwist l )  [+(BAngiel) : ( 2 * n + l ) /  

F(1,  w)A(n+  I ,  w * BWidthReducel)] (n * n) 
- (BAngle2) 

F(1 ,  w)A(n+  1 ,  w * BWidthReducel) 

+ l (BTwis t2)  -( BAngle3) : 1 - ( 2 * n + l ) /  

F(1,  w) A(n + I ,  ut * B Width Reduce2) ( n  * n) 

FIGURE 5.7. L-system definition for the orchard 



FIGURE 5.8. The effects of the tropism on a branch segment. 

such as wind or the force of gravity. The tropism model used in this thesis is similar 

to work done by Prusinkiewicz, Lindenmayer, and Hanan [32]. The model presented 

by Prusinkiewicz, Lindenrnayer, and Hanan rotates the turtle toward a tropism vector 

every time an F symbol is interpreted. The tropism vector represents a force that 

acts on the plant during the plant's growth. The rotation simulates the effects of the 

force on the growth of the plant. 
+ + 

The angle used to rotate the turtle is given by the formula a = el( B x T )I, where 
4 

B is a unit vector that represents the direction the branch would grow if no tropism 
+ 

effect were applied, T is the tropism vector, and e is aa elasticity constant. The 
+ + 

rotation occurs around the vector B x T . The model used in this thesis differs 

from the one used by Prusinkiewicz, Lydenmayer, and Hanan in the following detail. 

The turtle is rotated towards the tropism vector each time the reserved Q symbol 

is encountered instead of each time an F symbol is encountered. The F symbol is 

interpreted the same way it was in Chapters 3-4. 

In Chapters 4 it was assumed that two identical strings could be represented as 

instances of a single object in an object instancing hierarchy. This is usually not true 

in L-systems that model plant development with tropism, as shown by Figure 5.9. 

The two branches in Figure 5.9 have different shapes, even though they were created 



FIGURE 5.9. The effects of tropism on two branch segments 



by interpreting of the same string. The orientation of the turtle at the start oE the 

interpretation has affected the shape of the branch. 

It is sometimes possible to represent the r e d  t s of interpreting several ideot ical 

strings as instances of one object, as demonstrated by Figure 5.10. Figure 5.10 was 

created by rotating the turtle 0°, 90°, 180°, and 270° around the tropism vector, 

rotating the resulting turtle 10" "downwardsn, and then interpreting a string to draw 

a branch. The four branches axe identical in shape, so they can be represented by 

four instances of a single object. The following theorem presents a test that can be 

used to determine if two identical strings can be represented as instances of a single 

object in an object instancing hieraxchy: 

THEOREM 1. Let O0 and O1 be the graphic objects that result when a string. 

-4. generated using a L-system that models plant development with tropism. is 

interpreted using Tfo and TI1 as the initial turtles states. Assume TFo and TFl are the 

states of the turtles when the interpretation finishes. Let Rro and Rrl be the rotation 

components of TIo and T f l  respectively; Rro and Rn are 3x3 rotation matrices that 

represent the orientation of the turtle when the interpretation o f  the string begins. 

Let RFo 

and -P;: 
Finally. 

vector. 

+ 
and RF1 be the rotation components o f  TFO and T F ~ ,  respectively. Let Pro 

* II) 

be turtle's starting position, and PFO aod PF1 be the turtle's final position. 

let RT(0) be a matrix that rotates a point B radians around the tropism 

I f  there is a p such that RT(p)  * Rro = Rn then O1 can be represented as an 
__)I 

instance o f  0 0 .  Specificallyt 01 is Oo translated by the vector - Pm, rotated using 
_3 

matrix Rr(P), and translated by vector PI1. Furthermore, RT(P)  * RFo = RFI and 
_I) L+ _3 3_) 

RT(P) * (PFO - PIO) = (PFI - Pro). 

I I ) _ 1 ) _ 3 +  * 
ProoE: Let A be the 0 length string. Pm - Pm = PFI - PIl = 0, SO RT(P)  * (Pm - 

_j _3 _3 

Pro) = (PFI - PII) .  Rro = Rm and Rrl = RFl,  SO RT(/3) + RFO = RFI .  O0 and O1 



FIGURE 5.10. The effects of tropism on four branch segments 



both contain no graphic objects, so Oo can be represented as an instance of O1 and 

vice versa. The theorem is thus proved true for 0 length strings. 

Define k to be any integer such that the theorem is true for any string of length k 

or less. Prove the theorem is true for strings of length k + 1. 
A string of length k + 1, A', is created by appending a symbol, s, to a string of 

length kt A. Let Oo and O1 be the objects that  result horn interpreting A using Rso, 
* + 

Rslt Pso, and Psl as the turtle's starting orientation and ~osition. Let 0; and 0; 
* - 

be the objects that result from interpreting A' using Rso, R n ,  PSO, and Pa as the 
+ + 

turtle's starting orientation and position. Let Rm, RFl ,  PFO: and P F ~  be the  h a 1  

orientation and position of the turtle when A is interpreted. Finally, let RkoT RkI. 
__3 * 
PA, and Pkl be the final orientation and position of the turtle when -4' is interpreted. 

If the interpretation of symbol s does not cause a graphic object to be added to 0; 

and 0; then 0; = Oo and 0: = 01, so 0; can be represented as an instance of 0; 

and vice versa. 

Suppose the interpretation of symbol s does cause a graphic object to be added 

so 0; can be represented as an instance of 0; and vice versa. 

If s is not an @ symbol then 

Let d be a scalar that represents the distance, if any, the interpretation of s causes 



the turtle to move forward. 

Let Rto and Rtl be 3x3 orientation matrices such that: RFO * RtO = RkO and 

RF1 + Rtl = RkI .  

If s is not an @ symbol then Rto = Rtl because s does not represent an  orientation 

sensitive commmd. From the induction hypothesis: 

If s is an Q symbol then the interpretation of s depends the orientation of RFO and 

RF1. Define Bo and B1 to be the B vector in the tropism equation. 



Using the induction hypothesis: 

The interpretation of the O symbol w i U  rotate the two turtles by uo and al, where 
4 + + 4 

a0 = e * I Bo x T I and a1 = e * I Bl x T 1. Re-writing the equation for ao: 

+ + 
Define Po and PI as follows: 

From the induct ion hypothesis: 

Let To and TI be matrices such that: 



To and TI describe rotations a radians around Po and PI respectively. 

Re-writ ing the definition for R&: 

By induction the theorem is proved. 

The four branch structures shown in Figure 5.10 satisfy Theorem 5.1. Each branch 

structure was created by using one of four different turtle orientations to start the 

interpretation of the string FQFQ ... F@. A rotation of 90, 180, or 270 around the 



tropism vector will map any of the four beginning orientation matrices to  any of the 

other beginning orientation matrices. 

Can the assumptions of Theorem 5-1 be reIaxed to increase the amount of com- 

pression? Suppose the algorithm performs a test to determine if there is an RT(a) 

such that RT(P) * Rlo z Rn instead of testing to see if there is an RT(P) such that 

RT(P)  * RIo = Rrl.  The object instancing hierarchy constructed using a relaxed test 

would probably differ from the original L-system model, but the differences might be 

acceptable if the images created by rendering the object instancing hierarchy and the 

L-system model are similar enough to satisfy the modeler. 

The test to  determine if RT(O) * Rro Rrl will be performed as follows: The ,i3 

value used to  construct RT(P) will be chosen so that Tt RT(P)  * Rro * (0: 1: 0IT. and 
4 + 

Rll * [O. 1, OjT are coplaoer. If iV is a unit vector normal to the plane defined by T 

and Rrl * [01 1, 0IT then a rotation around 3, R,v(y), can be found such that 

RN(7) rotates turtle 0 around 3 until both turtles have the same forward direc- 
+ 

tion. Rlt * [01 1,0IT. Let F = Rn * [0,1,0IT be the forward direction. A rotation 
4 

around F . RF(d) ,  can be found such that 

RF(6)  pivots turtle 0 so that its orientation exactly matches turtle 1. If both d and 

y are small, RT(/3) * RIo is said to be approximately equal to  Rrl. 

An algorithm that converts L-systems that model plant development with tropism 

to object instancing hierarchies can now be presented. The conversion will begin 

by finding a b-grammar which generates the same string the L-system generates at 

some predefined derivation length; this is accomplished using the methods outlined 
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in Chapters 4 and -5. A b-grammar that contains O symbols can not be converted 

directly to an object instancing hierarchy, so the b-grammar is used to create a second 

b-grammar. The @ symbols in the fist b-grammar are converted to "rotat ionn turtle 

commands during the construction of the second b-grammar. 

The pseudo code algorithm used to convert the first b-grammar to the second b- 

grammar is presented in Figure 5.1 1. The foI1owing text shows the operation of the 

algorithm on the L-system presented in Figure 5.10. 

The algorit hrn begins by creating the first b-grammar: 

The algorithm then runs Process_Productioo on the b-grammar's axiom. The first 

two modules in the axiom, [ and +(lo) ,  are added to the axiom of the second b- 

grammar. The second b-grammar is now... 

The third module in the first b-grammas, -4: is a non terminal. There is no pro- 

duction -4 -+ cr in the second b-grammar, so a new production is is created, and 

ProcessSroduction is called. The second b-grammar is now. .. 

The first module, F, in p, of the first b-grammar is added to pl of the second 

b-grammar. The second module is an O symbol. The turtle's global orientation is 

current ly: 
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Matrix3x3 PmcessSroduction(Matrix3x3 Cfo6alorientotion,Production in-production, 

end 

Production out-production) 
Mat riu3x3 Local,Orientation=l 
Matrix3x3 LocalRotation 
?bIatriu3x3 Tmp 
For each symbol S in the in-production 

lf S is a terminal then 
If is S an @ symbol then 

GlobalRotatim=The rotation matrix specified the angle el (3 x 7) 1 and 
vector (3 x ?). 

LocalRotation = G1oball)rientatim~' * Globalllotatim 
Global Drientation 

LocalLlrientation = Local-Orientation e LocalRotation 
Globa1l)rientation = Global -Orientation .+ Local Rotation 
Create C, a turtle command that ,  when interpreted, rotates the 

turtIe using LocalRotation. 
Add C to out-production 

else 
Update LocalDrientation and GlobalDrientation by interpreting S .  
Add S to out-production 

else 
If there is already a production S -t o in the output grammar that satisfies 

the conditions outlined in Theorem -5.1 then 
Move the turtle past S 
Add S to out-production 
Update LocalDrientation and GlobalBrientatim 

else 
Let IS be the input production S + a 
Create a new, empty, output production, 0s. 
trnp=Processl?roduction(IS,OS) 
LocalDrientation = Local-Orientation * trnp 
GlobalDrientation = GlobalDrientation t trnp 
Move the turtle past S 
Add the  predecessor of production OS to out-production 

end if 
end if 

end for 
return Local-Orientation 
ProcessProduction 

FIGURE 5.1 1. Pseudo code for converting L-systems that model plant 
development with tropism to b-grammar models 



And the turtle's position is [cos(1O0), sin(loO), 01, so 

The local rotation matrix 

is computed and added to the grammar. The second b-grammar is now: 

where R1 is the rotation specified by the local rotation matrix. This is 

to the +(1.99) turtle command. 

the equivalent 

Subsequent turtie commands are handled in a similar manner until all of the non 



terminals in production of the first b-grammar have been processed. The second 

b-grammar is now: 

where Rt through Rw are the rotation turtle commands that curve the branch in 

Figure 5.10. The algorithm now continues processing the b-grammar axiom. The 

modules A: I, [, /(go), and +( 10) are all added to the second b-grammar. The second 

b-grammar is now: 

The noo terminal A is processed. pl in the second b-grammar is a production of 

the form -4 + cr. The orientation matrix of the turtle is currently: 

When pl was created the orientation matrix of the turtle was 



If 0 is set to -90" then RT(P) is: 

The condition outlined in Theorem 5.1 is true, so t h e  symbol A is added to the 

second b-grammar, and the global asd local orientation matrices are updated. The 

second b-grammar now has the  following form: - 

The remaining symbols in the axiom of the first b-grammar are processed in a 

similar manner, resulting in the final second b-grammar: 



The algorithms described in Chapter 4 are used to convert the second b-grammar 

into an object instancing hierarchy. 

One additional turtle interpretation symbol will now be presented. Interpreting an 

- symbol transforms the turtle's orientation, Rr, by the rotation matrix 

+ 
where o is an angle such that the dot product ( R r  * & ( o )  * [Ot 0. 1jT) - T is maximized. 

can be thought of as a command that rolls the turtle until the turtle's up vector. 
+ + 
I T  . is pointing toward the tropism vector, T . 

The - symbol is used to increase the Likely-hood that a ,O can be found that satisfied 

the condition Rt (0) * Rro R Rrt Recall that this condition is satisfied if small values 

b and y are found such that: 

If a ' command been used to pivot the 3 vector of both turtles toward the tropism 

vector then no rotation matrix RF(6)  is needed to align the two turtles. The condition 

in Theorem 5.1 is satisfied if &(y) * RT(P)  * RIO = Rll. 

A model that uses the - can be compressed more efficient1 y t h m  a model that does 



Granularity Cylinders 
- - -  

Object Tnstmces 
- - -  - -  

Cylinders/ Instance 

(Compression) 

TABLE 5 -2. Compression rates of the L-system that models plant de- 

velopment with tropism test case 

not use the symbol. The conversion algorithm only has to look for small y values. 

since b is always 0. 

5.4. Results 

Figure 5.12 shows an L-system that models the effect of tropism on a simple tree. 

Production p, and p2 of the L-system use parameters to control t h e  length and width 

of branch segments. Production pl causes the branches to be formed until the width is 

less than one, at which point production p2 is used to model a plant segment hanging 

down. 

Figure .5.13 shows the effect of relaxing the condition specified by Theorem 5.1 on 

the visual appearance of the model. Two instances of the same string are represented 

as instances of the same object if 6 and 7 are Less than nlgranularity. Note that the 

- symbol has been used to insure 6 is always 0. 

The number of object instances required to render the models from Figure 5.13 

are shown in Table -5.2. As expected, the amount of storage required by the object 

instancing hierarchies increases as the ganulaxi ty decreases. 



#define TrunkLength 200 
#define Width Reduce -6 
#define StartLength 50 
#define Tmistl 80" 
#define Twist3 120" 

#define LengthReduce -917.5 
#define Startwidth 20 
#define BranchAngle 29' 
#define Twist2 120" 

A'- = 11 
w : F(Trunk Length, Start Width) A(Start Length, Start Width)  
pl : .4(1. w )  : w > 1 -t @F(l,  w ) / ( T w i s t l )  

[&(BranchAngle) F(I, w * WidthReduce) 
- A(1 * LengthReduce, w + WidthReduce)]/(Twist2) 
[&(BranchAngle) F(1, w t Width Reduce) 
- A( l  * LengthReduce, w * WidthReduce)]/(Twist3) 
[&(BranchAngle) F(1, w * Width Reduce) 
- 4(l t LengthReduce, w * WidthReduce)] 

p? : A(1, w )  : w <= 1 + BF(1, w) 

FIGURE 5.12. A tree modeled with tropism 



G=10 G=100 

FIGURE 5.13. Tropism models with different loss yness values 



Converting L-systems to object instancing 

hierarchies using grammar based compression 

The previous two chapters presented algorithms that converted L-system based mod- 

els to b-grammar based models without deriving the word generated by the L-system. 

The amount of time and storage needed to create the b-grammar models was propor- 

tional to the size of the b-grammar, which is important if the size of the b-grammar 

is much less than the  size of the string represented by the b-grammar. 

The methods discussed in Chapter 4 and 5 are not suitable for converting context 

sensitive and environmentally sensitive L-systems to b-grammar models. Product ions 

in a context sensitive L-system depend on the modules surrounding the module being 

rewritten. Two identical modules can be re-writ ten as completely different st rings 

if the modules are found in different contexts. The re-writing of modules in an 

environmentally sensitive L-system depends, in part, on the turtle interpretation of 

the L-system. Two identical modules can be re-written as two different strings if the 

position of the turtle differs when the two modules are interpreted. 

This chapter presents a different approach to converting L-system based models 

to b-grammar based models. The L-system is used to generate a string which is 

converted to a b-grammar model using a compress technique developed by Nevill- 

Manning, Witten, and Maulsby [Ti, 261. The b-grammar model is then converted to 

an object instancing hierarchy. 



6.1. Grammar based compression 

NeviU-Mdng,  Witten, and Mauisby present an algorithm that constructs com- 

pressed b-grammars horn a sequence of syrnboIs [-27,26]. The algorithm begins with 

a b-gramma.r that has no productions and an empty axiom word- The algorithm 

operates by incrementally adding new symbols to the axiom of the b-grammar and 

then enforcing the following two constraints: 

a Every pair of consecutive symbols, or digrarns, that appear in the b- 

grammar's axiom or production successors must be unique. This con- 

st raint is called the uniqueness constraint. 

a Every non-empty terminal in the b-grammar is used more than once. 

This constraint is calied the reuse constraint- 

Every time a symbol is added to the axiom a new digram is created. If the new 

digram has been used elsewhere in the grammar, and the two digrams don't share 

any common symbols1, the uniqueness constraint must b e  enforced. The uniqueness 

constraint is enforced by either creating a new production or matching a digram to an 

existing production. A digram rIr is matched to an existing production if, somewhere 

in the grammar, there is a production A -, a, in which case the digram is replaced 

by non-terminal A. This situation is illustrated by the following example. 

The example begins by assuming the symbols F + F + F + + have already been 

processed, and that the following b-grammar was the result: 

The symbol F is added, resulting in the following grammar: 

 he string FFF could be said to have two identical digrams, FF. The two digrams share a 

common symbol, the middle F, so the uniqueness constraint is not enforced 



This grammar violates the uniqueness constraint; the digram +F is used twice. There 

is a production Nl + +F, so the + F in the axiom is replaced by iVl . The resulting 

grammar is: 

If the digram cannot be matched to an existing production a new production 

B -r Q is created and both occurrences of Q are replaced by 8. The following 

example shows the creation of a new production. The example begins by adding the 

symbol + to the following grammar: 

The addition of the + symbol results in the following grammar: 

The digram F+ is repeated twice, and there is no production N --+ F+, so a new 

production is created. 

The creation of new productions can reduce the number of times a non terminal is 

used in the grammar. If a non-terminal A is only used once in the grammar's axiom 
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and the body of the gafnmar's productions then the production -4 -t a is deleted, 

and the single occurrence of nowterminal A is replaced by a. The following example 

shows this process. Begin with the grammar: 

Add + to this grammar 

Enforce the uniqueness constraint 

N1 now appears only once in the grammar. The single occurrence is deleted and 

replaced with F+.  

Each time a substitution or deletion occurs new digrams are created; the uniqueness 

and re-use constraints must be applied to the new digrams before the next symbol 

can be added to the grammar. 



6.2. Using of grammar based compression to convert L-system based 

models to b-grammar based models 

Recall, from Chapter 4, that  ody legal b-grammars can be converted to object 

instancing hierarchies. A b-grammar is legal if d l  of its productions are legal. A 

production can be thought of as representing a part of the string the grammar based 

compression algorithm is condensing. A production is legal if and only if the string 

the production represents can be interpreted. A string cannot be interpreted if. a t  

some point during the interpretation, a turtle pop operation is performed on an empty 

stack- 

Define the depth of nesting of a string of L-system modules to  be the number of [ 

symbols in a string minus the number o f ]  symbols. A production, p? can be thought 

of as representing some part of the string generated by the b-grammar: let -4 be the 

string represented by p. let -4, be the substring represented by modules I to n of 

string A. inclusive. and let lill be the length of the string. A string -4 is a legal if and 

only if. for all i E {l../AI}, the depth of nesting of the string A; is not negative. If -4 

is legal then production p is LegJ. Any algorithm that converts a string of symbols 

that represent turtle commands to  a b-grammar must produce a legal b-grammar. 

Nevill-Manning has extended the grarnmax based compression algorithm presented 

in the first section of this chapter so the grammars produced by that algorithm are 

legal . 

The extended algorithm incrementally adds new characters to the  grammar just like 

the original algorithm did. A new constraint, the  legality constraint, is introduced. 

The legality constraint is satisfied if and only if d l  of the productions in the b-grammar 

are legal productions. The legality constraint has precedence over the re-use and the 

uniqueness constraint. A grammar that violates the re-use or uniqueness constraint 

will probably require more storage than one that does not. A grammar that violates 

'personal correspondence, 1994 



the legality constraint can not be converted to an object instances hierarchy. 

Enforcing the re-use constraint never creates an illegal grammar. The re-use con- 

straint replaces a non-terminal, A, with a production successor, a, and then deletes 

the production A -+ a fkom the b-grammar. The string represented by the production 

that originally contained the non-terminal -4 does not change when A is re-mitten. 

so that production is still legal. Deleting A -+ a has no effect on the legality of the 

grammar, so the grammar is still legal. 

New rules are created when the uniqueness constraint is enforced, so the unique- 

ness constraint has the potential to violate the legality constraint. If enforcing the 

uniqueness constraint will result in the creation of an illegal production the unique- 

ness constraint is ignored. The uniqueness constraint is ignored when either of the 

following conditions are true: 

a Either the first symbol of the digram is 1, or the first symbol is a terminal 

and the second symbol of the digrarn is a 1, or the first symbol is a non- 

terminal, the string represented by the  production headed by the non 

terminal has a depth of nesting of 0, and the second s-mbol is a 1. 
0 Let Sl be either the the first symbol of the digram, if the first symbol is 

a terminal, or the string represented by the production headed by the 

first symbol, if the first symbol is a non-terminal. Let S2 be either the 

second symbol of the digram, if the second symbol is a terminal, or the 

string represented by the production headed by the second symbol, if 

the second symbol is a non-terminal. Let S be the result of appending 

S2 on to St. The uniqueness constraint is enforced if the first symbol 

in S is not a [ and S has a positive depth of nesting. 

The first condition insures that any production created or extended by the grammar 

during the enforcement of the uniqueness constraint is a legal production. If the first 



symbol is a ] then the production is automatically illegal. If the first symbol is a 

terminal and the second symbol is a 1 then the interpretation of the second symbol 

will result in a pop operation being performed on an empty stack: so the production 

is illegal. Similarly, if the first symbol is a non-terminal and the string represented 

by the production that is headed by that non-terminal doesn't push anything on to 

the stack (has a nesting depth of 0) the interpretation of the second symbol, the I, 
will result in a pop operation being performed on an empty stack. 

The second condition is used to improve the space efEciency of b-grammars cre- 

ated using L-systems and grammar based compression. A branch is represented by 

modelers as a string surrounded by a set of square brackets. The second condition 

attempts to group branches into single productioos by not allowing a partially com- 

pleted branch to become the body of a new production unless the first symbol in 

the string represented by that production is a [, the start of a branch. The refined 

grammar based compression algorithm is demonst rated in the following example: 

Consider the string 

After the first three symbols are added the b-grammar is 

c3 : F F F  

The uniqueness constraint is not appLied to FFF because the the middle letter, F, 

is shared by both digrams. When the forth symbol is added the b-grammar is: 

i3 : F F F F  

This grammar violates the uniqueness constraint, so a new production is created. 



The next three symbols, [+F, axe added without requiring the  enforcement of any 

constraints. The next symbol, FI  results in the following b-grammar. 

The uniqueness constraint is enforced. Since the digram FF occurs as the successor 

of production pl the F F in the axiom is replaced with the non-terminal N l ,  resulting 

in the following grammar. 

The [ symbol is added, resulting in the following grammar: 

The digram N l [  has a positive nesting depth, but the first symbol of the digram 

isn't a [, so the  uniqueness constraint isn't enforced. The symbol + is added to the 

grammar, resulting in the following grammar. 
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The first letter of the digram [+ is [, so the uniqueness constraint is enforced. The 

grammar which results is: 

The uniqueness const raint isn't enforced on the digram lV1 1V2 because the st ring 

represented by :Vl N2, FF[+.  has a positive nesting depth and the first letter of that 

string isn't a [. The symbols F][ -F  are added without violating any constraints. The 

symbol ] is then added, yielding the grammar: 

F] has a negative nesting depth, so the uniqueness constraint is not enforced. The 

symbols ] [ are added, resulting in the following grammar: 

The uniqueness constraint is not enforced on the digram][ because the first symbol of 

that digram is a ] symbol. Adding the - symbol results in the following grammar. 



The uniqueness constraint is enforced, resulting in the following grammar: 

The next symbol. F. is added, resulting in the following grammar: 

The uniqueness constraint is enforced, yielding in the following grammar: 

The non-terminal iV3 is only used once, so the re-use constraint is enforced, resulting 

in the following grammar: 



The symbols F[+ are added, at which point the uniqueness constraint is enforced on 

digram [+: resulting in the grammar: 

Adding the remaining symbols, F ] [ - F ] ] ,  yields the find grammar: 

The compression algorithm presented here does not produce an optimal grammar. 

The b-grammar 



generates the same string as the b-grammar created by the compression algorithm 

and requires less storage. 

6.3. Results 

The grammat based compression algorithm was tested on two classes of L-systems: 

context sensitive L-systems a d  environmentally sensitive L-systems. 

The context sensitive test-cases in Figures 6.1 and 6.3 are based on the work of 

Hogeweg and Hesper [MI. Figure 6.2 is a graph generated by incrementdly increasing 

the  L-system derivation length, using the L-system to generate a st ring, compressing 

the string, and then plotting the rate of compression, measured in instances per 

primitive. as a function of the number of primitives. A polynomial scale. 6. was 

used to plot the X axis. The lines in the graph are relatively linear. which would 

suggest that the rate of compression is directly related to the square root of the 

number of primitives between 0 and 150000 primitives. 

Figure 6.4 shows an environmentally sensitive L-system that models three prrtned 

bushes. The L-system axiom, u. positions the three bushes. The box shaped bush- 

pyramid shaped bush, and dome shaped bush are modeled by productions pl . p* - and 

p3, respectively. Productions p l ,  p ~ ,  and m each model a simple branching structure. 

The query symbols ?Q, ?R, and ?S are used to determined whether or not a new 

branch is inside the pruning area. These symbols are interpreted the same way the 

query symbol ? P is interpreted. If the branch is outside the pruning area a cut 

symbol, %, is introduced to stop the creation of new branch segments. 

The functions box, pyramid, and dome define the pruning area for the box, pyra- 

mid, and dome like bushes. The ! symbol represents logical not and the k symbol 

represents logical and. The box function returns true if (x, y, z )  is within a 12 x 15 x 12 

box. The pyramid function returns true if (x, y, z )  is within a pyramid 15 units high 

with a 20 x 20 square base. The dome function returns true if (I, y, t) is within a 

dome that is 15 units high with a radius circle for a base. 



The three bush models rendered in Figure 6.4 were constructed using 23401 cylin- 

ders. The object instancing hierarchy used to render Figure 6.4 contains 5370 in- 

stances. The ratio of primitives to object instances is 23401:53'i0, or 4.351. 



FIGURE 6.1. Context sensitive test case A through E. 
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FIGURE 6 -2. Compression rates of strings generated by context sensi- 

tive L-systems. 



a Ignore: +-F 
w: FlFlFl 
o < o  > 
O C O  > 
0 1  > 
0 < 1 >  
1 < 0  > 
l < O  > 
l < I  > 
I < 1 >  
< + >  

< -  > 

c Ignore: +-F 
u: FIF lF l  
o < o  > 
o < o  > 
0 < 1 >  
0 < 1 >  
1 < 0 >  
1 < 0  > 
1 < 1 >  
1 < 1 >  
" < + >  
* < -  > 

e Ignore: +-F 
'd: FlF lFI  
o < o  > 
o < o  > 
O < l >  
0 < 1 >  
< o  > 
L e o >  
I <  > 
I < l >  
* < + >  
" < -  > 

b Ignore: +-F 
w: FIFlF1 
o < o  > 
o < o  > 
O < l >  
0 < 1 >  
1 < 0  > 
1 < 0 >  
1 < 1 >  
1 < 1 >  
* < + >  
" < -  > 

d Ignore: +-F 
w: FOFlFl 
O < O  > 
O < O  > 
O < L >  
0 < 1 >  
l < O  > 
l < O  > 
l < l >  
l < L  > 
* < + >  
* < -  > 

FIGURE 6 -3. Context sensitive L-systems test-cases 



#define Twist Angle 140' 
#define BranchAngle 50" 
#define Width Mult .9 

#define Bdst 26 
#define S t W  -3 

PI : -4(w) -t F(1, w )  / (Tuis tAngle)  [+(BranchAngle) F ( l t  WidthiCIult * w )  
?Q(x ,  yT z) A(WidthMu1t * w ) ]  ? Q ( x ,  y, r )  A(WidthMu1t * w )  

p2 : B(w) F(1, w )  / (TwistAagle)  [+(BranchAngle) F(1, PVidthMult * w )  
?R(x ,  y, I) B(WidthMu1t * w ) ]  ?R(x ,  y, r )  B(WidthM alt * w )  

p3 : C ( w )  -+ F(1, w )  / (TwistAngle)  [+(BranchAngle) F(1, WidthMult  * o) 
? S ( x ,  y, 3) C(WidthMu1t * w ) ]  ? S ( x ,  y, 2) C(WidthMul t  * w )  

~ O X ( X ?  y, 2) = (Y > 0 )  k (y < 15) & (t > -6) Sr (2 < 6 )  & (2  > -6) 8~ (3 < 6) 
pyramid(x, y, r )  = (y > 0 )  k (y < 15)  & ( r  * 1.5 > -(15 - y)) 91 ( z  * 1.3 < 15 - y) Si 

( ( x  + 26) * 1.5 > -(15 - y)) & ( ( ( x  + 26) * 1.5) < 15 - y) 
dome(r.  y, r )  = ( y  > 0 )  k (I * x + ( z  - 26) c (z - 26) + y t y/7.5 < 30.0) 

FIGURE 6.4. Topiary plants 



CHAPTER i 

Evaluating the space and time needed to ray-trace 

object instancing hierarchy plant models 

The object instancing hierarchies produced by the dgorit h m s  presented in Chapters 

4. 5 ,  and 6 are evaluated in this chapter. The hierarchical models represented by 

the object instancing hierarchies are converted to a format that can be read by the 

Rayshade ray-tracer [%I]. The amount of CPU and storage needed to ray-trace the 

hierarchical models are compared to the amount of CPU and storage needed to ray- 

trace non-hierarchical versions of the same modeIs. 

This chapter is divided into two sections. The first section discusses conversion 

of hierarchical and non-hierarchical models to Rayshade input files. The Rayshade 

syntax and the methods used by Rayshade to reduce rendering time and discussed 

in this section. The second section compares the CPU and storage used to  ray- 

trace six of the hierarchical models presented in the previous chapters to the CP U 

and storage required to ray-trace non-hierarchical versions of the same model. The 

comparison has two main purposes; comparing the amount of actual storage saved 

by ray-tracing a hierarchical model with the savings predicted in Chapters 4, .5, and 

6, and determining what performance penalties, if any, are incurred by ray-tracing 

hierarchical rnodels instead of non-hierarchical models. 

7.1. The Rayshade description language 

This section provides an overview of the parts OF the rayshade input language used 

in this thesis. The following conventions am observed in this section. Bold fonts are 



used to denote keywords. Italics denote arguments, such as the name of an object 
__I) 

or the object's position in space. Vector represents a vector argument. 

7.1.1. Primitives. Primitive objects are the building blocks that are used by 

Rayshade to construct more complex objects. Two primitives, spheres and cylinders. 

were used to construct the plant models presented in this thesis. 

____) 

sphere radius center 

____) 

Creates a sphere with a radius unit radius that is centered at center. For example, 

sphere 1 0 0 0 

creates a sphere with a 1 unit radius centered at the origin. 

-+ 
cylinder radius bottom t o p  

- + 
creates a cylinder with a radius unit radius extending from bottom to top. The ends 

of the cylinder are not capped. For example, 

cylinder 1 0  0 0 0 1 0  

creates a cylinder with a 1 unit radius extending from (0, 0, 0) to (O,1,0). 

7.1.2. Aggregate Objects. An aggregate object is a collection of primitives 

and aggregate objects that have been grouped together into a single object. Two 

types of aggregate objects will be discusses in this thesis, list objects and gr id  

objects. The list object is an unorganized collection of primitives and aggregate 



objects. When a ray intersects the bounding volume of a list object each object in 

the collection is tested for ray intersection. The  grid object uses a technique called 

uniform subdivision to reduce the amount of computation time needed to intersect 

the ray with the  objects in the collect ion. Uniform subdivision was developed by Vat t i 

[37] and Fujimoto, Tanaka, and Iwata [9], and extended to include object instancing 

hierarchies by Synder and Barr [35]. The space a group of objects occupy is divided 

into a grid of uniformly sized boxes, or voxels. If part or all of an object is inside a 

voxel the object occupies that voxel. Ray object intersection tests only need to be 

performed on objects that occupy voxels dong the ray's ~ a t h .  

The following syntax is used when declaring a list object: 

l ist 

object d e  f inition 

ob j e d  d e  f inition 

object -de f inition 

end 

For example. a list containing three spheres would be declared by adding the 

following text to a rayshade input file: 

list 

sphere 1 0 0 0 

sphere 1 5 0 0 

sphere 1 10 0 0 

end 



The following syntax is used when declaring grid objects: 

grid x-gr ids ire  ~ - ~ d s i z e  z-griddize 

06 ject definition 

ob j e d  delinit ion 

object d e  f inition 

. . . 

end 

where x -gr ids i ze ,  y -gr ids ire ,  and ~ - ~ r i d s i z e  axe used to specify an x - g r i d s i r e  x 

y-grid-size x z - g r i d i r e  voxel uniform subdivision data structure. If the bounding 

box of the object has dimensions x. y, z  then each voxel has dimensions x/x-gn'dsize. 

yly - g r i d i r e ,  z / z -gr ids i ze .  For example, 

grid 12 8 8 

sphere 1 0 0 0 

sphere 1 5 0 0 

sphere 1 10 0 0 

end 

creates a 12x8~8 voxel grid containing 3 spheres. The bounding box of the object 

has dimensions 12,2,2 so each voxel has dimensions 12/12,2/8,2/8, or 1,1/4.1/4 

7.1.3. Transformations. Transformations are applied to objects in order to 

change the position and orientation of the object. The following syntax is used to 

apply transformations to an object: 

object d e f i n i t i o n  t rans format ions  ... 



Where transfornations ... are the transformations applied to the object. The two 

transformations used to evaluate the work presented in this thesis axe described below. 

- 
translate delta 

- 
Translate an object by the vector delta. 

___) 

Transform an object using a 3-by-3 transformation matrix specified by roull. rouZ. 
and r x .  The following text declares an object that contains 3 spheres. translates 

that object 10 units and then rotates the result 90 degrees around the Z axis. 

Exam p Ie: 

l ist  

sphere 1 0 0 0 

sphere 1 5 0 0 

sphere 1 10 0 0 

end 

t rans la te  0 0 10 

transf o m  

0.0 1.0 0.0 

1.0 0.0 0.0 

0.0 0.0 1.0 
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7.1.4. Named Objects and Object Instances. Named objects are primitives 

or aggregate objects that have been labeled. The label is used when instances of the 

object a.re created. Named objects are created using the following syntax: 

name objectaarne objectdefinition 

The following syntax is used to declare an instance of a named object: 

o b j e c t  objed-name 

For example, an object named threespheres  can be declared, and its instance 

included several times in a scene, by adding the following text to the rayshade input 

file: 

name threespheres list 

sphere 1 0 0 0 

sphere 1 5 0 0 

sphere 1 10 0 0 

end 

ob j ect threespheres  

object threexpheres  translate 0 5 0 

objec t  three spheres  translate 0 10 0 

7.1.5. Surfaces. The optical properties of an object are set by defining a surface 

and then applying that surface to the object. The following syntax is used to declare 



surfaces: 

surface surface-name surface-properties. .. 

Uihere surface-name is the name of the surface and surface-properties ... are the 

properties that define the surface properties. Ambient and diffuse reflection coeffi- 

cients are set using by using ambient r g b and diffuse r g b as surface properties; 

r. g, and b are red, green, and blue components of the colour. A green surface could 

be declared by adding the following text to the Rayshade input file: 

surface greensurface 

diffuse 0 1 0 

ambient 0 - 2  0 

A surface is applied to an object by inserting the surface name between the object's 

type keyword and the object data. A green instance of the threespheres object 

could be defined by adding the following text to the  rayshade input file. 

ob j act greensurface threespheres 

7.2. Constructing Rayshade Input Files 

Chapter 2 introduced the object instancing hierarchies used in this thesis. This 

section describes a method of converting the hierarchies introduced in Chapter 2 to 

Rayshade input files. 

Two primitive objects were introduced in Chapter 2, a sphere and a cylinder. These 

two objects can be declared by adding the following text to the rayshade input file: 



name sphere-primit ive  

sphere 1 0 0 0 

name cylinderqrimit i v e  

cylinder 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 

The aggregate objects presented in Chapter 2 we declared by- using the Rayshade 

name construct with either a list object or a grid object. The Rayshade object 

construct is used to declare object instances. The following table maps Chapter 2 

transformations to their Rayshade equivalents. 

Chapter 2 Transformation 
: 

transform (M) 

1 scale (r,y,z) 

Rayshade Transformation 

translate x y z 

transform a b c 

d e f  

g h i  

scale &Y,z 

7.3. Improving ray-tracing time 

The preceding sections in this chapter described the methods that were used to 

convert the object instancing hierarchies presented in Chapter 2 to Rayshade input 

files. This section describes the met hods that were used to reduce the amount of CPU 

time needed to ray-trace both the hierarchical and non- hierarchical models evaluated 

in this chapter. 

Uniform subdivision was used to reduce the amount of CPU time needed to ray- 

trace both the hierarchical and non-hierarchical models. Recall that Rayshade im- 



elements uniform subdivision through the grid object, and that the grid object is 

declared with three parameters, x-gn-dsize, y q i d s i z e ,  and z g i d ~ i z e -  The size of 

each voxel depends on the bounding box of the gr id  object and arguments z_grd-si=e, 

y+id.size, and ;-gridsize. If the bounding box has dimensions x, y, z each voxel 

has dimensions x lx -gr ids i ze ,  y / y - g r i d ~ i r e ,  z / z -gr ids i re .  In total, 2-gridsite x 

9-gridsire x 2-gnnd-size voxels are used by the uniform subdivision data structure. 

The performance of the uniform subdivision algorithm depends on the number of 

voxels used to construct the uniform subdivision data structure. Cleary and tvyvill 

suggest dividing the bounding box into n113 x n1I3 x n'13 voxels, where n in the  

number of primitives and instances in the object [4]. If the bounding box of the grid 

object is not cube-shaped the heuristic suggested by Cleary and Wyvill might not be 

a good solution; consider a 10 Km by 10 Iim field of grass object. If each blade of 

grass is 1 cm high, the voxel's y dimension is going to be 106 times smaller than the 

voxel's x or z dimension, 

Two criteria were used to create the grid objects used during testing. First. the 

number of voxels in each grid object will be close to n, where n is the number of 

primitives and instances in the grid. Second. each voxel in the gr id  object will be 

as close to cube shaped as possible to insure reasonable voxel shapes in gr id objects 

that have non-cubic bounding boxes. The heuristic used to construct the arguments 

passed to the g r id  object is described below. 

Suppose a grid object containing approximately n voxels is to be created. If the 

bounding box of the g r i d  has dimensions (2, y, z ) ,  and each voxel is to be a cube 

with dimensions 1 x 1 x I, then (I/[) * ( y l l )  * ( z l l )  = n. Re-writing this equation ... 



while (changed) 

x-voxeIs= round-u p (x~voxe1s) 
y-voxels= round~up(y~voxe1s) 
z-voxels= round-up(z-vouels) 

FIGURE 7.1. An algorithm for computing voxel usage 

If n voxels are to used, and the voxels are perfect cubes? the bounding box is divided 

into (x l l )  x (yll)  x ( z l l )  voxels. Unfortunately, (XI[), (yll), and (111) might not be 

integers. If x l l ,  y/l, and r l l  axe rounding up to integers then more than n voxels will 

be needed. If one of x/L, yll,  or zl l  is less than 1 than substantially more than n 

voxels might be needed; consider the case where x l l  = -001. The is fixed by allowing 

voxels that are not perfect cubes. 

The algorithm presented in Figure 7.1 was used to compute the size of the uniform 

subdivision data structures used to render the images in this thesis. The algorithm 

takes the dimensions of the bounding box (xbounds: ybounds. and z-bounds) and the 



number of voxels to allocate (voxelsf oallocate) as input. It outputs the a r g g e n t s  

used to define the g r id  object, 2-voxels, yuoxels and z-uoxels. If one of z-uoxels, 

y-voxels or zvoxels is less than -5 then that value is going to substantially increase 

the number of voxeis used to create the grid object. This problem is solved by 

extending the bounding volume in the appropriate dimension and re-computing the 

values for x-uoxels, yvoxe ls  and zvozels. Extending the bounding volume in its 

smaIlest dimension increases the number of voxels allocated to the srndlest dimension, 

reduces the number of voxels allocated to the other two dimensions, and keeps the 

tot a1 number of voxels close to voxels~o,allocat e. 

The hierarchical models were converted to hierarchies of grid objects similar to 

the hierarchies of grids and lists used by Snyder and Barr to render grass and tree 

models [35]. A single grid object was used to improve the rendering time of the 

non- hierarchical models. 

7.4. Storage and CPU statistics and evaluation 

All evaluations were performed on a Silicon Graphics Iris Indigo with a 100 MHz 

IP20 processor and 128 megabytes of memory. Each image was rendered at  300 by 

200 resolution using 1 ray per pixel. Memory usage was measured by counting the 

number of bytes allocated using the mdLloc system caU. CPU time was measured 

using the Unix clock function. CPU time is measured from the point when the first 

ray was traced to the point when the final ray was traced; loading and pre-processing 

time was not measured. 

Figure 7.2 shows the test pictures used to generate the statistics presented in this 

section. The Sirpinski and Fern L-systems were presented in Chapter 4: the Grass 

and Tropism L-systems were presented in Chapter 5, and the context sensitive and 

environmentally sensitive L-systems were presented in Chapter 6. The patch of grass 

rendered during testing is smaller than the patch of grass presented in Chapter 5. 



Sirpenski Fern 

Grass, k=20 Tropism, G=10 

Context Sensitive Topiary 

FIGURE 7.2. Scenes used for the evaluation 



I Picture 

Sirpinski 

Fern 

Grass, k=20 

Tropism. G=l 

Tropism, G=2 

Tropism, G=3 

Tropism, G=5 

Tropism, G=10 

Tropism, G=10O 

Context Sensitive 

Environmentally 

Sensitive 

Xon Hierarchical 

Memory Usage 

- - - - -  - - 

Hierarchical 

Memory Usage 

Compression 

Rate 

Primitives: 

h s t  ances 

TABLE 7.1. Memory usage for test images 

The grass patcb presented in this chapter required 40 megabytes of memory to ray- 

trace. The Chapter 5 grass patcb contained 1024 times more primitives than the 

grass patch presented in this chapter; approximate 40 gigabytes of virtual memory 

would be needed to ray-trace a non-hierarchical version of the Chapter 5 grass. No 

machine at the University of Calgary currently has this much virtual memory. so a 

smaller grass patch had to be used for testing. 

Table 7.1 shows the amount of memory used when rendering each of the  images 

in Figure 7.2. The ratio of primitives : instances was an accurate reflection of the 

amount of memory saved during ray-tracing. The memory savings predicted by the 

the primitives : instances ratio was always within 30% of the actual amount of 

memory saving. In most pictures the savings predicted by the primitives : instances 



Picture 

Gasket 

Fern 

Grass, k=20 

Tropism, G=l 

Tropism, G=2 

Tropism, G=3 

Tropism, G=.j 

Tropism, G= 10 

Tropism, G=100 

Context Sensitive 

Topiary 

Non Hierarchical 

Rendering Time 

(seconds) 

26.8 

19-4 

25-9 

51.9 

5i.9 

5 1.9 

51.9 

5 1.9 

52.9 

25.9 

56.8 

Bierarchical 

Rendering Time 

(seconds) 

3,142 

65.1 

93.2 

361.6 

232.13 

309.09 

226.51 

191.54 

127-89 

66.4 

555.8 

Hierarchicall 

Non Hierarchical 

Rendering Time 

7.95 

3.35 

3.60 

6.96 

4-47 

5-95 

4-36 

3-69 

2.46 

2-57 

10.36 

TABLE 7.2. Rendering time for test images 

ratio were with in 10% of the actud savings. 

Table 7.2 shows the amount of CPU time used when rendering each of the images 

in Figure 7.2. The hieradical  models took between 2.46 and 10.36 times longer 

to render than the non-hierarchical models. This result is not unexpected: the non- 

hierarchical models axe stored in a format suited for fast ray-tracing while the hier- 

archical models are stored in a format suited for memory efficient ray-tracing. The 

performance penalty associated with the use of hierarchical models is not large enough 

to make the ray-tracing of hierarchical models impractical. 

The following conclusions can be drawn from the results presented in this section. 

If a non-hierarchical version oE a model can be loaded into the main memory of a 

computer the non-hierarchical version of the model will Likely require less time to 



ray-trace than the hierarchical version of the model. Lf a non-hierarchical version of 

a model can be loaded into the virtual memory of a computer, but not the main 

memory, the hierarchical version of the model may or may not be a better choice. 

The computer will swap when rendering the non-hierarchical model, if the computer 

swaps too much the hierarchical model may ray-trace faster. If a non-hierarchical 

version of a model cannot be loaded into a computer's virtual memory a hierarchical 

model is the only alternative. 



CHAPTER 8 

Conclusion 

The work presented in this thesis focused on the following problems: converting 

L-system models to b-grammar models, b-grammar models to object instancing hi- 

erarchies, and object instancing hierarchies to Ray shade input files. 

Mgorit hms were presented that converted DOL-systems: parametric L-systems, 

stochastic L-systems, L-systems which capture tropism, context sensitive L-systems, 

and environmentally sensitive L-systems to b-grammar models. DOL-system and 

pararnet ric L-system models were converted to b-grammar models "directly" : the  L- 

system's product ions were used to incrementally create the b-grammar model. Lossy 

methods were used to convert stochastic L-system models and L-systems that model 

plant development with tropism to b-grammar models that approximated the original 

L-system model. A grammar based compression algorit hrn was used to convert con- 

text semi t ive and environmentally sensi tive L-system models to b-grammar models. 

The object instancing hierarchies created by the algorithms presented in this thesis 

were used to create Rayshade input files, which were then ray-traced to create images. 

The amount of storage and CPU time needed to ray-trace the hierarchical models was 

compared to the amount of storage and CPU time needed to ray-trace non hierarchical 

versions of the same model. The memory saved by using a hierarchical model was 

approximated by the ratio instances : primitives, where instances is the number of 

object instances in an object instancing hierarchy and primitives is the number of 

primitives represented by the hierarchy. Significant savings in memory were achieved, 



although more CPU time was needed to ray-trace t he  hierarchical models than the  

non hierarchical versions of the same model. 

8.1. Future work 

The research presented in this thesis focused on the problem of ray-tracing L-system 

models space efficiently by converting the L-system model to an object instancing 

hierarchy and then ray-tracing the object instancing hierarchy. 0 b ject instancing 

hierarchies are not the only way to ray-trace complex objects space efficiently. for 

example, Kaj iya used a rendering technique caIIed procedural modeling to ray-t race 

fractal terrain space efficiently [19]. It might be possible to use procedural modeling 

to reduce the amount of storage needed to ray-trace Gsystern based models. 

Hart suggests using an extended object instancing paradigm to ray- trace L-system 

based models [15]. The L-system model could be converting to some form of pro- 

cedural object instancing hierarchy; this hierarchy could be something as simple as 

an object instancing hierarchy with parameterized objects. An instance declaration 

would include arguments; these arguments would be passed to the object, ioflueoc- 

ing the rendering in some way. An aggregate object's parameters might be used to 

decide what primitives or instances are rendered and what transformations should 

be applied to the primitives and instances that are rendered. This might be useful 

when ray-tracing L-system based models; parameters could be used to control branch 

width, branch orientation, or the creation of new branches. A procedural object 

instancing hierarchy would be able to model everything the object instancing hier- 

archies that have been presented in the body of thesis can model, so the conversion 

of L-system based models to  procedural object instancing hierarchies would result in 

hierarchies that are either as small as or smaller than the hierarchies constructed by 

the algorithms here. 

Before procedural object instancing hierarchies become a practical way to ray- 

tracing L-system based models some problems have to be solved. What aspects of 



the object should be controlIed by the procedure? The creation of new objects? The 

positions of objects? The orientation of objects? Should objects be allowed to contain 

instances of themselves? Can a good bounding volume be created for a procedural 

object instancing hierarchy? What effect would poor bounding volumes have on the 

amount of CPU time needed to ray-trace a procedural object instancing hierarchy? 

Is there a way to efficiently ray-trace a procedural object instancing hierarchy that 

doesn't require good bounding volumes? Will the overhead needed to pass arguments 

to objects substantially slow down ray-t racing? 

Many of the problems outline above axe inter-dependent. Using paxameters to 

position a n  object in space complicates the task of finding good bounding volumes: 

the magnitude of the parameters will influence the size of the bound volume. Allowing 

an object to instance itself increases the expressive power of the model: but also 

creates the  possibility of an 'infinite loop", which may complicate the construction 

of good bounding volumes. Procedural object instancing does have the potential to 

be a very useful tool for ray-tracing L-system models, but more research is needed 

before procedure object instancing becomes a practical solution. 
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